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Preface

     In 1959, late Professor Richard Brauer visited Japan and gave 

interesting lectures at several universities, including Kyoto University.

     Though twenty years have passed since then, these valuable note, 

based on a series of his lectures at Nagoya University (March-April, 

1959), have been kept unpublished.

     In view of the mathematical value, we decided to publish these 

notes in the lecture notes series of Department of Mathematics, Kyoto 

University.

M. Nagata 

June 1979
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 I. Preliminaries

§1. Algebras and their representations 

Let G be a finite group. A representation of G over a

field  Q is a homomorphism of G onto a group of automorphisms 

(non-singular linear transformations) of a vector sapce X over 

Q, such that the identity element of G is mapped onto the iden-

tity transformation. Such a representation of G over  Q can be 

extended in a natural way to a representation of the group alge-

bra  F-F(G,Q) of  G over  P; recall F is an algebra over  P having 

a linearly independent basis over  SR such that under the multi-

plication of  I' the elements of the basis form a group isomorphic 

to  G, and often identified with  G. A representation of an 

algebra F over  Q is a homomorphism of F onto an algebra over  P 

of endomorphisms (linear transformations) of a vector space X 

over  Q, such that the identity element of  F, whose existence we 

assume, is mapped onto the identity transformation.

     So we first consider a finite-dimensional algebra F with 

identity over a field  Q. Let X be a representation of  P by 

linear transformations in a vector space X over  Q. We will cal] 

X the representation space or the representation module of X. 

X is then a F-module, finite-dimensional over  Q. Conversely, 

any  F-module X, which is finite-dimensional over  Q, gives rise 

to a representation of  F. If we take a basis, say v1,v•• 
                                                          i'2' 

 v
n of X, then the transformations  X(a),  aef, assume matrix form;

we then speak of the matrix form of the representation X.
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                    ( V1 

(1)            •) 0 

 1

 •-o
n 

The term representation of 

 /w 

the representation. If 

                  kw 

P is a non-singular matrix 

pect to the second basis i 

said to be equivalent to t 

tations can always be rega 

presentation taken with re 

sentation space, and may t 

same. More generally, two 

to equivalent matrix repre 

operator-isomorphic with F

     A representation X 

according to whether its 

F-subspace. In the form 

of X, the matrix form of 

(2)  X 

where  Xi' X2 are the rep

and the corresponding 

when we passed to an

 v1

X(o)6 F 

    \V
n/

often refers to such a matrix form of

 WIN  /°1

 in  Q, then the matrix form with res-

is  PX(a)P-1. This last matrix form is

the first. Equivalent matrix represen-

regarded as matrix forms of the same re-

h respect to different bases of the repre-

ay thus be considered as essentially the

 , two representation modules of F give rise 

representations if and only if they are 

ith F  as•ring of operators.

of  I' is called reducible or irreducible 

 space X does or does not have proper

former case, with a suitable choice of  basis 

m of X may be taken in a form

 /X 

 \*  x2/

representations defined by the subspace 

 quotient space. Any representation may,

equivalent one, be written in a form
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 x                                  o 

                x =  r > 1 (3)X2\'

 

•  *  X

 withirreducibleX.;the representations  X1,•,  Xr are called 

the constituents of X, and are uniquely determined up to order 

and equivalence by the  Jordan-HOlder theorem.

     In case the part * in (3) (with irreducible  X.) can be made 

0, the representation X is called completely reducible. This 

is the case if and only if the representation space X is comple-

tely reducible,  i.e. is a direct sum of irreducible  r-subspaces.

     If we consider  1' itself as a right F-module, we obtain the 

so-called (right or first) regular representation of  P. Since 

any irreducible F-module is isomorphic to a module of the form 

 FA with a maximal right ideal  t of  r, the regular representa-

tion contains any irreducible representation as a constituent.

     If A is an extension field of 0, we obtain an algebra  rA= 

 rxQA by extending the coefficient domain from  S2 to A. A repre-

sentation X of  r by linear transformation in an  0-space X can be 

extended in a natural way to a representation XA of FA by linear 

transformations in the A-space  XA=Xy. When we wish to differ-

entiate X from its extended representation XA, we will call X a 

representation  of F over 0. An irreducible representation X 

(or its representation module X) is called absolutely irreducible 

if XA is irreducible for every extension field A of 0; equiva-

lently, this amounts to the irreducibility of the  FA-module XA

for every extension field  A. If every irreducible representation
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of an algebra  F is absolutely irreducible, then  I' is said to 

split. If FA splits, A is said to be a splitting field of  F.

     An algebra  F over an algebraically closed field  0 always 

splits. For if  X is an irreducible  F-moudule, then  the  F•endo-

morphism ring of X coincides with  St, since on the one hand it 

is a division ring, and on the other hand it is finite-dimen-

sional over  SZ as a subring of the full matrix ring of degree 

 (X:52) over  0. But it is well-known (see below) that an irredu-

cible representation module is absolutely irreducible if (and 

only if) its endomorphism ring coincides with the ground field.

     Hence for any coefficient field  0, any algebraically closed 

extension A of  0 will be a splitting field of  F. From this it 

follows that  F always has a splitting field which is of finite 

degree over  0. To see this, consider an algebraically closed 

algebraic extension Q of  0, and the finite number of coefficients 

in those matrices corresponding to a basis of  F in a complete 

system of mutually inequivalent irreducible representations of 

 F- s-C

     The above criterion for the absolute irreducibility of an 

irreducible representation may be obtained as follows: We show

that if  (v1,
m) is any basis of an irreducible representation

module X over its endomorphism ring, then there are  m elements 

 a,  a
m in  f satisfying

              v a =  6  v  (p,v=1,•••,m). 
 1-1  V  uV  1-1 

Indeed, since  X=viF for each i (and in fact  X=vF for any non-zero

element v in  X), this implies the existence of an element a in 

  transforming  v1,•••,  vm to  m arbitrarily given elements in X.
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Hence in case  Q is itself the endomorphism ring of X, the repre-

sentation  X(F) consists of all  mxm matrices over  Q. Furthermore, 

by considering the number of elements in  X(F) linearly indepen-

dent over  0, it follows that  X(F) is a full matrix ring whenever 

X is absolutely irreducible.

The subset

 040/17={GEFIX.(u) = 0 for every irreducible representation

X. of  F over  Q}

of  F is a nilpotent ideal, since X(N) is nilpotent when X is 

the regular representation (or any faithful representation) of 

 F. Conversely, any nilpotent right ideal  A. of  r is represented 

by 0 in any irreducible representation X (since  XA.0 would imply 

 XA=X and  JOY.t=X for  t=1,2,—). Hence N is the largest nilpotent

ideal in  F; N contains all nilpotent right ideals in  r and by 

symmetry, also all nilpotent left ideals in  F. N is called the 

radical of  F.

     If the regular representation (or any faithful representa-

tion) of  F is completely reducible, then evidently  N=0. The 

converse is true too. Thus, if the radical N of  F is  0  (r is 

then said to be semi-simple), every simple (i.e. irreducible) 

right ideal  A_ of  r is idempotent and we can then prove that 

is generated by an idempotent element e in  F,  A=er. Any right 

ideal  to containing  A is the direct sum  Ao=n+n,, where  A,= 

faot0lea=01; observe that for any °EA.° we have  a=ea+(a-ea),

where  eaEA. since  ecii, and  u-ea01.1. It follows readily that  r 

is a direct sum
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(5)  r  =1 +...+r 

of simple right ideals  hi. If X is any  F-module, then  X=XF is 

the sum of subspaces  wt..(uEX). As an image of  A.., each  uhi is

either 0 or irreducible. Thus any  F-module X is completely 

reducible.

      It is also well-known that under the same assumption of 

semi-simplicity,  N=0,  F is a direct sum of simple (two-sided) 

ideals which are themselves simple algebras:

(6)  r =1 +•••+  F.

This decomposition is even unique up to the order of the summands. 

If  A. is a simple right ideals, then  Fn is a sum of right ideals 

isomorphic to  t; thus the sum of all right ideals isomorphic to 

 A. and contained in an ideal is again an ideal. Thus all simple 

right ideals contained in each component  ri are isomorphic. It

is evident that two simple right ideals contained in two distinct

components, say  ri,  F.  (i.j), are not isomorphic. Hence the 

components  F. are in 1-1 correspondence with the distinct irre-

ducible representations of  F (in Q). If 

(7) 1  =1  +-.-+  en'  ci E  F., 

is the decomposition of  1 according to (6), then  E1,•••,  En are

idempotents belonging to the center Z of  F. Z decomposes into 

the direct sum

(8)  Z = z1 Zn' Z. =  s.Z.

Each Z. is the center of  F. and as such, is a simple commutative

algebra, i.e. a field. In case the irreducible representation
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 Xi  corresponding to the component  F. is absolutely irreducible, 

 thenfeXi(Fi)isafullmatrixalgebraover2,andZ.=2. Under 

 the  same  assumption  of  absolute  irreducibility  of  Xi, the regular 

representation of F contains the constituent  Xi as many times as 

the degree  xi of  Xi' since  F. as a full matrix algebra of degree 

 xi' is then a direct sum of  xi simple right ideals.

      If F is not semi-simple, the above considerations for the 

semi-simple case can be applied to the residue algebra  UN of 

modules its radical N. For example, irreducible representations 

of F in  2 are in  1-1 correspondence with simple ideal components 

of the residue algebra F/N, and an extention A of  U is a split-

ting field for F if and only if A is one for F/N. Furthermore, 

if  r is a commutative algebra, then the residue algebra F/N is 

a direct sum of fields and every absolutely irreducible  repre-

sentation of  F is linear, i.e. of degree 1.

Given a representation X of an algebra F, the mapping 

 x  : a  x(a) = TrX(a)

is called the character of F associated with the representation 

X, or more simply, the character of X. If X is of degree 1, 

then the corresponding character is said to be linear. Hence a 

linear character in  U is just a homomorphism of the algebra F 

into  Q.

     We close this preparatory section with the following lemma 

which will be used in III,  §1 below.

     LEMMA 1. Let F be a splitting commutative algebra over  2, 

and B a  subaZgebra of F. Then any linear character of B in
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 may be  extended to a character of F in  Q.

PROOF. Consider the restriction XIB to B of the regular

representation X of F. Since all irreducible constituents of X 

are linear, it is evident that the irreducible constituents of 

XIB are all linear and are the restrictions to B of the irredu-

cible constituents of X. But the regular representation  Y of B 

is contained in  XIB. It follows that every irreducible repre-

sentation of B in  P is linear and is the restriction of some 

linear representation of  F.

§2. Representations of finite groups  -- classical theory 

Let G be a finite group. For any field Q, the group algebra

 F=F(G,Q) of G over  P has been defined before. F consists of all

 linear  comoinations

 a  =  X  aGG 
                                 GEG 

of the elements G of G with coefficients  aG in  P, when we iden-

tify a suitable basis of  I' with G itself. Every representation 

of G in  P can be uniquely extended to one of  f, and conversely 

every representation of  F in  P induces one of G. Notions con-

cerning representations of algebras as in §1 can readily be 

transferred to those concerning representations of a group by 

this correspondence. In particular, with every class of equi-

valent representations of G a character is associated. It is 

readily seen that a character takes the same value on conjugate 

elements of G and is thus a function on the classes of conjugate
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elements of  G. By using the elements of  G as basis elements, 

the regular representation of  G may be defined in a manner in-

dependent of the coefficient field 0. Its character is given 

by

 G  =  1

(9)  x(G) = { 

                  

(  o  G  1, 

where 1 is the unit element of  G and  g is the order of  G.

     PROPOSITION 1. If the characteristic  chO of  0 is prime to 

the order  g of  G, then the group algebra  F=F(G,Q) is semi-simple, 

and hence every representation of  G over  0 is completely  reduci-

ble.

PROOF. Let A be the 0-linear map of r to  0 defined by

A(  y aGG) = al, 
 GEG

where 1 is the unit element of G. If  ct=XaGG is a non-zero  ele-

ment of  F, then a, 0 for some  GoEG, and hence A(aGo)=a, =O. 
  c,0  0 

It follows that if  A. is a non-zero right ideal of F, then  A(tt) 

 X0, and  gA(k)0. Now

 gG  =  1 
                   gX(G) = 

 0 G  1. 

Hence  gX coincides with the character of the regular representa-

tion of  F given in (9), and hence  gA(N)=0 for the radical N of 

 F. This implies by the above remark that N=0. Hence  I' is semi-

simple.

If  aGG is an element of the center Z=Z(G,Q) of  r=r(G,Q), 
 G
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then  aG=aHGH-1 for all G,  HEG; conversely, such elements of F

are in Z. Hence, if

 Ki,  K2,—,  Kk 

are the conjugate classes of G, and if for each  i=1,2,—,k,Ki

denotes the sum

K.  = G 
 GEK.

 of  the  elements  in  K.,  then the center Z(G,Q) of  F(G,O) is the

set of linear combinations

 Xc.K., c.EB 
 i=1

of  Ki,  i=1,—,k, over  Q. For this reason Z is thus called the

class algebra of G over  Q. If  chO is prime to the order  g of 

G, then  F(G,Q) is semi-simple by the above proposition; its 

center Z(G,Q) is also semi-simple and is thus a direct sum of 

fields, as was seen in the preceding section. If, moreover,  B 

is algebraically closed, then these fields are all isomorphic 

to  0; their number is necessarily equal to the rank  k of  Z(G,Q) 

over  Q. By our considerations of the preceding section, we have

     PROPOSITION 2. Let  chO be prime to g. The number of dis-

tinct (i.e. inequivalent) irreducible representations of G in 

an  algebraically closed field over  B is equal to the number  k 

of conjugate classes of G.

     In particular, if  B is an algebraically closed field of 

characteristic 0 (e.g. the field of all algebraic numbers or 

the field of all complex numbers), or more generally, if  Q is
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a splitting field of G of characteristic 0, then there 

tly  k distinct absolutely irreducible representations

X1, X2,...,  Xk

of  G in  0. Their characters

 X1,  Xk 

are simply called the irreducible characters of G.

     PROPOSITION  3. The irreducible characters  X1,°" 

satisfy the orthogonality relation 

 (10)-x.;G)x.(G-1) =  6...  g  
GG sj

 PROOF. Let x denote the character of the regular 

tation of  G. By our considerations in §1, we have

X(G)  =  X  xixi(G) 
        i=1

wherex.=x2 ,.rnisthedegreeofx.(i..e.ofX.). Now 

by (9) as well. Hence for any two elements G, H of  G, 

               (i)
on  setting Xi(G)=(auv

                    k           1

2. 
6G,H =1x(GH-1g) =- X x.x.(GH-1) 

      • 

                                s=1 

      k xi x 

 = 

 xi
a(i)(GH-1x           )  =ki.  a(i)(G)I.    X-y 

 i=1 u=1 g PP  i=1  110)=1  Pv  g

If we set

A = (a(i)(G)).,.,                                      )                         B=(T a vp(G-1))                                              (i;u,v)

this relation may be expressed as

AB = I,

are exac-

  Xk  of  G

 represen-

x is given 

 we  have

 (H-1)• a  -v-p

 5G'
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where I denotes the identity matrix of degree  g. The matrices

 k 

 A, B are square matrices, since g= x.2                                             , and this implies 
 i=1

BA =  I,

this is, however, nothing else but the orthogonality relation 

(10).

     A function on G is called a class function if it is con-

stant on each conjugate class of G. Such a function is thus

essentially a function of conjugate classes of G, and as was 

remarked before, examples of such are characters of G. The 

totality A of class functions on G in a field 0 forms a k-dimen-

sional vector space over 0. In A we can introduce an 0-bilinear 

inner product

(11) (OM1=X e(G)CG-1). 
 g  GeG

In the case of a splitting field  St of characteristic 0, the or-

thogonality relation (10) can be expressed simply as 

(12)  (Xi,Xj) =  (Sij.

It follows in particular that the k irreducible characters  X1, 

 Xk are  0-linearly independent and form a basis of A. Every 

element 0 of A (i.e. every class function 0 of G in 0) may be

written as a linear combination

 k

(13) 0 =  X a.x., a. c 0 
 i=1l'1"s 

of  xl,•••,  xk; each coefficient  ai is determined by 

 (14) a. = (0,X-)• 
         ss
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0 is a character if and only if  ai  (i=1,•,k) are non-negative

integers.

The orthogonality relation (10) may be expressed also as

, k i - 
2 g1                                    )-= g

i<=1c(Gic)x7,(GK)xj(GicSii,or 
    k 1 1 

(15)                 / , c(G  ) Xi(GK)xj(Gic)= 6ii, 
           K=1  K 

where  G1,•.•,  Gk are representatives of the k conjugate classes 

K1---"Kkof G, and  c(G) denotes the order of the centralizer

 in G of the element  G. If we set

 X =  (x,i(G_)),  X =  (Xi(G711))  (i,j=1,•••,k) 

                 0 

 N = •\ 
0  c(Gk)1

the relation (15) may be written as 

(16) XN-1-X' =  I 

where X' is the transpose matrix of X. Hence also N-1-X°X=1, or 

(17)  XIX =  N.

PROPOSITION 4. We have 

 k

(18)  y x.(G)x.(G-1) = c(G)(5 
         i=1K2KKA'

where  {GK,  K=1,•••akl is a system of representatives of the k 

conjugate classes of G, and c(G K) is the order of the  centrali-

zer in G  of G.

     Now let be an element of the center  Z(G,Q) of  F(G,0), 

where  N is again a splitting field of G of characteristic 0.

- 13 -



For each irreducible representation  Xi of  G over  Q, the matrix

 X.(c) is a scalar matrix

Xi(c) w.(0/„ w.(0 E 0,

where  I is the identity matrix of degree  xi. Clearly w. is a

linear character of  Z(G,Q). Furthermore, if as before  K
 K

the sum of elements in the conjugate class  K
K of  G, and if  GK  is

a representative of K , then we have on computing the trace of
 K

X.(K K)=w.(KKc(G))I the equation  xi(GK)=xw(KK'                                                              )i.e.
 K

                                      X*(G) 
(19) w.(K) =  gK                  1,K c(G)xi 

          K 

 This  formula  shows  that  the  k  linear  characters  w.

 --- ,k)  of  Z(G,Q)  are  linearly  independent  over  C,  and  since 

 (Z(G,Q):Q)=k, they are all the linear characters of Z(G,Q). We 

have also

     PROPOSITION 5. If  C€Z(G,0) and  wi(0=0 for all  i=l,•••,k, 

then  c=0. In particular, if  cl,  C2EZ(G,Q) and  wi(1)--wi(c2) for 

all  i=1,•••,k, then

Next, for each  xi consider the element

 x.  k
                                          1 (20) = X X.(GK)KK 

 g  K=1

of  Z(G,Q). Then

 (21) w.(E.)=x.(G-1)w.(K) 

 K 

     '7,a g =aK"

 x k 
=XX.(G-1) g  Xi(GK) x   -11(X)=6 

  g K=1 a K C(GK) Xi  xi 27,Xj

As w. is a linear character, we have

                            -  14  -



w. (E.6 ) = W(Cj)W(EI) = 6..6.=1 -ddk= w.(6.c.).          -bjjkj

Since this is the case for every i, we have

(22) c.Jck=  S. c..                                    JZJ 

Thus  ck are mutually orthogonal idempotents in Z(G,Q);

they are non-zero, as either the expression (20) or the relation 

(21) shows. Furthermore, since

w.(c.),=
sw.(1) 
  Z1

for every we have by Proposition 5

(23) 1 = s.. 
                                              . _

 s=1  - 

This relation (23) can also be seen from the fact that  k is the 

maximal number of mutually orthogonal idempotents in  Z(G,C2). 

This same  observation also shows that each idempotent  ci is 

primitive. Thus (23) is the unique decomposition of 1 into mu-

tually orthogonal primitive idempotents in  Z(G,Q). We have ac-

cordingly the direct decompositions

 Z(G,Q) =  ciZ(G,Q) 
 i=1

                    F(G,Q)  -  X  sif(G,0). 
 i=1 

Here each  eiZ(G,Q) is isomorphic to  P and  EiNG,Q) is a complete 

matrix algebra of degree  xi over  Q.

Furthermore, 

 y.(G
w(KEj) = w

iK           (K)Wi(Ej) =   Kj                                                iK  c(GK)  xii

- 15 -



But we also have

f 11 Wi\C(G)X.(GdYX*(G,)Kx) 
    K`7Aa" 

          1((73. g X.(Gx)                             -/,       = c(G) Xj(G)1X''''),'c(-KA) X    KKA.0i 

  1 —EXi(G,)     - C(GK) xj(aK)(Xi,Xj)Xi=c(GK)  x. 6ij•
Since this is the case for all  i=1,•••,k, we have

 (24) KKe = 1-1                   j(G
K) Xj(Gic) X.0A(G)K                                                                          A'

In the general case of a field  0 of characteristic 0 which

is not necessarily a splitting field, we remark that the vector 

space A(G) of all class functions on G in  B is not only a vector 

space with an inner product defined by (11), but also a commuta-

tive  0-algebra under the usual multiplication  (811))(G)=0(G)11)(G). 

Let  H be a subgroup of G. The restriction mapping  0->OH=01H is

clearly an  0-linear homomorphism of A(G) into  A(H), the algebra 

of class functions on H in B. Furthermore, the identity element 

of  A(G) maps onto that of  A(H). In the reverse direction, for

 IPEA(H), we have the induction mapping  11)÷11)G defined by 

(25)11)G(G) =1Ltp0(XGX-1), 
 XEG 

where h is the order of H, and  4)0(X)=11)(X) or 0 according as 

XEH or not. For  tkA(H),  eeA(G) we have

 (26)G =  (11)0H)G 

    11 since (IPG0)(G)=q)G(G)0(G)-h--ti)(XGX-1)0(G)=.771-(11)0H)(XGX-1) 
                             XEG0                                                    XEG

XGX-1EH

 =01)0H)G(G) (the third equality follows from the class property
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of  8). We have also the Frobenius reciprocity

(27)  (VG,e) =  (1P,OH), 

where the right-hand side is the inner product in A(H). For by 

(25)

                                 1

G (IP,e)  =        g1GExG4,G(G)8 (G-1g) =XGVo(XGX)0(G1) 
                                     7

G 1Xc 

       =
gh 

        1
W1y1P(H)6(XH-1X) =(H)6(H-1) = (11),OH). 

   XEGHEH

 HcH

     It is evident that if  0 is a character, then  eK is one. 

Furthermore, replacing  S2 by a suitable extension if necessary, 

and letting  e range over the irreducible characters  x1,•,  Xk 

of G, we see that if V is a character of H, then VGis one of 

G; VGis then called the character of G induced by  V. In fact, 

if  V is the character of a representation  Y of H, and if 

 Gp form a system of representatives of the right cosets of 

H in G, then VG is the character of the representation X of G

constructed as follows;

 1(28)  J Y(G,GGI)— Y(G1GG;-)

X(G) = I  Y(G GG-1)."

where we set  Y(G)=0 whenever  GkH; the representation X of G is 

said to be induced by  Y. In terms of representation spaces, 

the space X of X has  an H-subspace  Y defining the representation 

 Y of H such that X is the direct sum

(29) X = YG1+ YG2 +•••+ YGr.
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     Finally, if X is a representation of G and if we reduce by 

similarity transformations the matrix X(G) representing an ele-

ment G of G into triangular form in an algebraic closure of the 

ground field, then elements on the main diagonal are (G)-th 

roots of unity, where (G) is the order of G, and hence a divisor 

of the order g of G. If x is the character of X, x(G) is then 

the sum of these roots of unity. In  ',articular, the values of 

a character are algebraic over the prime field. Instead of 

dealing with abstract fields algebraic over an abstract prime 

field of characteristic 0, we shall always work with fields of 

algebraic numbers, i.e. extensions of the rationals. Thus the 

values of a character in a field of characteristic 0 are all 

algebraic  numbers, and are in particular, complex numbers. 

From the expression of x(G) as a sum of roots of unity we then 

readily obtain

(30)  x(G-1) =  X(G), G  E  G,

where  x(G)=x(G) is the complex conjugate of x(G), the orthogona-

lity relations (10), (15) may also be written as

(10') 1XjXi(G).(G) = 
        GEG 

(15')  ) xi(G,)xj(G,) =  sij• 
 K=1

Also X=X and (18) becomes

(18') X.1,(GK))7.(G,) = c(Gr)6KA.  ._ A

 (24) becomes
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(24') KE1                     Kj C(G
K) X3(GKj) X.(GA)1‹A.

     These suggest defining in the space of complex-valued class 

functions on G an inner product

(31)  (e,) =  —  y  e(GMG) 
 g GEG 

in place of  (11). This inner product is Hermitian, satisfies 

 (0,1p)--(tp,(9), and makes the space a  Hilbert  space. If  i is a

linear combination of irreducible characters with real coeffi-

cients, then (11) and (31)  coincide. In particular, (12), (13), 

and  (14) are valid for this new and more natural inner product 

(31).  Formula (27) is also valid, and can be proved either as 

before or from (26) and the relation (6,11))=-1  (81)(G). 
 gGEG

§3. Cyclotomic splitting fields 

In this section we will prove the existence of certain

types of splitting fields for a finite group G. The proof, at 

the same time, establishes theorems on the generation of the 

characters of G from those of certain subgroups of G, and these 

will be of use in later sections. As mentioned towards the end 

of the last section, we shall always deal with complex-valued 

characters rather than characters in abstract fields of charac-

teristic 0; these we simply call characters. Let A(G) be the 

space of all class functions on G in the complex field  Q. For 

any subring S of  Q containing the ring Z of rational integers, 

let  X  (G) be the set of all linear combinations with coefficients
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in S of the characters of G.  X  (G) is then an S-module of A(G), 

and since the product of two characters is again a character 

(being the character associated with the Kronecker product of

the corresponding representations),  Xs(G) is a subring  of A(G). 

If H is a subgroup of G, we define the ring  Xs(H) similarly.

     Let  {Ha} be a family of  subgroups of G. We introduce 

S-modules  V and  U of A(G) as follows: firstly,

V=  X X(H 
SSa

 a

i.e. Vs is the set of all S-linear combinations X a.1PG. with                                                                          •c,,,7ct,e 
                                                           a,j

charactersV,               aofHa.Secondly.                                     Usis the set of all elements  'd 

 0 in A(G) such that the restriction  0H belongs to  Xs(Ha) for
a

every a. We will write  Xs for  Xs(G).

PROPOSITION 6.  Us is a subring of A(G),  Vs is an  ideaZ of

US'and 

UDXDV S -XSS.

     PROOF. The first assertion is clear from the ring property

of  XS(H a). Every character of G belongs to  U and this implies

the first inclusion of the proposition. Since V is a  cha-                                                                          charac-

ter of  G for every character V0L5,7.of Ha, we have the second in- 

clusion as well. Furthermore, for any  OEUs we have  0H  EXS(Ha)
 a

and hence by (26),

 4,G  0 =.0)G  c xS(Ha—)GcVS  cc,da,,7H      e,

for every character Vet.of Ha. VSis thus an ideal of US. 
         ,7 

The constant 1, being the unit character, belongs to  X.
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Its S-multiples S can thus be considered as a subring of  X.

     LEMMA 2. If the subring S of  Q possesses a Z-basis, and 

if one of the basis  eZements is 1, then every rational integer 

d in  V belongs to  V  .

     PROOF. Let the Z-basis be InPI'say withn1=1. The ele- 

ments  n are then linearly independent over XZ.To see this, PZ. 

suppose we have a relation Ynu0u=0 with 0 EXZ. Since every 

character is a sum of absolutely irreducible characters 

 Xk, such a relation can be written in the form DIPYa11.x.=0 with 
                                                        2 2

 P

aP.EZ.Butthex.are linearly  independent over 0, so that                        2 

  u    au.=0 for i=1,•-•,k. Hence au.=0 for all p, i, and the n 

are linearly independent over  X. Now if  deliSnZ' then

 G dri  =  d  =1z./-1 
          ai a,0padPP

withI a,dP.EXS(Ha) and zajuEZ. Comparing the coefficients of the 

basis element  n  =1 on both sides, we obtain  dEVz°

     Now let g be the order of G, and e a primitive g-th root 

of 1. We henceforth set  S=Z[c]. S has a Z-basis of the form 1,

          m-1        6 and hence Lemma 2 is applicable with this S
.

     LEMMA 3. Let  H be a subgroup of G and assume H is the di-

rect product  Ax8 of an abelian group A of order a and a group  13 

of order b, where a and b are relatively prime. Let A be a 

fixed  eZement of A, and let C(A) be the  centralizer of A in  G.

Then there exists an element  IP in  Xs(H) such  thatG(G)EZ for 

every  GEG,G(G)=0 if  G is not  conjugate in  G to an  element of
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 AB, and  IPG(A)=(C(A):B).

PROOF. Each linear character X of A can be extended to a

linear character  w
v of  H=Ax8, where  wv(B)=1 for  BEB. Set

 =  y  wv(A)wv,

so that  IPcXs(H). Since A is abelian of order a, the orthogonali-

ty relations for the characters of A  show that  4)(11)=a for  HcAB,

and  CH)=0 for HEH,  HAAB. We now  computeG by (25). It is 

clear  thatG(G) is a rational integer for every  GcG. If G is 

not conjugate to an element of AB, the terms 4)0(xGx-1) in (25) 

all vanish, and henceIPG(G)=0. For G=A, we have tp0(xAX-1)=a if 

-1-1 
XAXis an element AB of  AB, and4)0(XAX)=0 in all other cases.

If Bl, the order of AB is not a divisor of a, and hence AB can-

not be conjugate to A. Thus  XAX  =AB holds only if  B=1, and 

then X must be in C(A). Since the order h of H is ab, (25) yields

 G(A)  =  (C(A):l)a/h =  (C(A):l)/b = (C(A):B) .

This proves our lemma.

     Suppose that the subgroup  H=AxB of Lemma 3 is contained in 

some member Haof the family{Ha}. Since the induction map in

transitive

 G X
s-(H)Gc Vs.

We now show

PROPOSITION 7. If the subgroups Ha of the family  {Ha} cover

G, then  V contains every  class function  6EA(G) whose values  be-

Zong to  gS.

PROOF. Let A be an element of a given conjugate class K of 
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G, and let Hacontain A. Apply the above lemma to the case 

where A is the cyclic group generated by A and where  B={1}.  Vs

then contains the class function  g5 which is  0 outside K and 

which takes the value  (C(A):l) on K. Since  (C(A):l) divides g, 

it follows that if 6 satisfies the assumptions of the proposi-

tion, then 6 is a linear combination with coefficients in S of 

the various functions associated with the different classes  K 

of G. Hence  OEV  S°

Combining Proposition 7 with Lemma 2, we have the 

COROLLARY. If the subgroups  H
a cover  G, then  gc-Vz. 

Let p be a fixed prime  number. We call an element of  G

p-regular or p-singular according as to whether or not its order 

is prime to p. An element whose order is a power of p is call-

ed a p-element. A conjugate class of G is then p-regular, 

 p-singular, or a p-class if it consists respectively of p-regu-

lar elements, p-singular elements, or p-elements.

     Every element  G of  G can be uniquely expressed as a commu-

tative product 

(32)  G  =  RP  =  PR 

of a p-regular element R and a p-element P, where R and P are 

both powers of  G. To prove this, express the order m of G as a

product  m=plimo, where  (p,m0)=l. There are then rational inte-

                           P tm 

gers s and t with 1=sp+tmo. We may then take R=GsPP=Gn 

R and P are called respectively the p-regular component and the 

p-component of  G.

If 6 is any element of  Xs such that  6(0) and  6(R) belong
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to Z, then 

(33)  0(G)  a 0(R) (mod p). 

In order to prove this, it will be enough to do the  case where 

G is a cyclic group with G as generator. But in this case the

irreducible characters  xi of G are linear, and  xi(G)=Xi(P)xi(R).

                        1111 
IfPilasOrderp11,thisimpliesthatnn. Now  0 has 

theform0=1a.x. s'where a.€S. Raising this equation to the pP-th         .s

power, we have 

 u  u  u  u  11  11
 e(OP  =  4 x.(G)P E  Xa1xi(R)P 0(R)P     'I-  I- (mod  pS).

By  Fermat's theorem on the other hand, 

 u  u
 e(G)P  E 0(G),  0(R)19  E 0(R)  (mod p).

Thus we have (33), since pSnZ=pZ. 

     We will call a group H p-elementary if H is the direct pro-

duct AxB of a cyclic group A of order prime to p and a p-group 

 B.

     LEMMA 4. If every p-elementary subgroup of G is contained 

in a member  Ha of the family  {Ha}, then there exists an element 

 71 of  V such that  ri(G)EZ and

 11(G)  a 1 (mod p) 

for every  GcG.

     PROOF. Let {A} be a complete system of representatives for 

the p-regular classes of G. To prove the lemma it will be suf-

ficient to construct an element  flA of  Vs for every  AE{A} with

the following properties:
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 i)  flA(G) E Z for every G  E  G,

1 (mod p) if the p-regular component of 

ii)11A(G)G is conjugate to A in G

             = 0 otherwise.

For if such  nA are obtained, we can take  "0 to be the sum  ynA. 

 A

Hence fix  AE{A}, and let A be the cyclic group generated by A. 

Let  13 be a Sylow p-subgroup of the centralizer C(A) of A, and 

set  H=AxB. H is p-elementary and hence is contained in some 

HaEffi a1.ByLemma 3 there is an element 0 of VSsuch that

 0(G)EZ for every  GEG,  0(G)=0 if G is not conjugate to an ele-

ment of  A8, and  0(A)=(C(A):B). Since (C(A):8) is prime to p, 

there is a  zEZ such that  z(C(A):B)E1 (mod p). If we set  flA=z0, 

 thenAEVS' and  nA has the required properties i), ii). Indeed, 

i) is evident. Furthermore, if the p-regular component of G is 

not conjugate to A in G, then G is not conjugate to an element 

of  AB, and hence  0 and  hA vanish on  G. On the other hand, we 

have  nA(A)El (mod p). The remark made before this lemma shows 

that  flA(G)E1 (mod p) if the p-regular component of  G is conjugate

to A.

     PROPOSITION 8. If every p-elementary subgroup of  G is con-

tained in some group  Ha of the family  {Ha}, then  goEVz,  where 

g=pago and  (go,p)=1.

     PROOF. Let  n be as in the above lemma. If  c is a rational

integer such that  cEl (mod  pa) for some  j=1,2,•••, then c251 

(mod pi+1). It then follows that

 a-1

np (G) 1 (mod pa)
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 a-1
for all  GE•G. Since  V is an ideal and hence a ring,  fl  EV 

 S'
 a  -1

Set  nPc The above congruence shows that Proposition 7 

can be applied to the class function  0=g00
0. It follows that

 a  -1

 g060EVS and hence go=gorIP_g 00 EVS'By Lemma 2  goEVz.               0

     We will call a group elementary if it is p-elementary for 

some prime p.

     COROLLARY. If every  eZementary subgroup of G is contained 

in some member  H
a of the family  {Ha}, then 

(34) UZ= XZ(G) =  V

and for any subring S of the  complex  fieZd containing  Z (not  ne-

cessarily of the form  Z[6]), 

(35)  U =  X  (G) =  VS.

      PROOF. Proposition 8 can be applied for every prime p, sc 

that  V contains a rational integer prime to p for every prime 

number p. Thus  lEVz. Since  Vz is an ideal of  Uz, this implies 

that UZ=VZand thus (34).Furthermore,since VS-DVZwe have  lE 

 VS' and hence (35).

     If we take {Ha}to be the set of all elementary  subgroups 

of G, we may express the equalities  Xz(G)=Vz and  Xz(G)=Uz as

follows:

     PROPOSITION 9. Every (complex-valued) character  x of G can 

be represented in the form

(36)  X =  a  •0 

 s 

 whereeachtp.is an irreducible character of some elementary  sub-

                s group E of  G,  VI is the character of G induced by  i, and each
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 a. is a rational integer.

     PROPOSITION 10. A  complex-vaZued function 0 on G is a  ge-

neralized character of G (i.e. a  Z-Zinear combination of  irredu-

cible characters) if and only if the following two conditions 

are satisfied:

i)  6 is a  cZass function. 

ii) For every elementary subgroup E of  G, the restriction

 6 E to E is a generalized character of E.

In connection with Proposition 9 we note 

 LEMMA 5. Every irreducible character  IP of an  elementary

group E is induced by a linear character of some subgroup. 

     PROOF. The lemma is actually true for any nilpotent group

 E. By replacing E by a subgroup if necessary, we need consider 

only the case where is primitive, i.e.  IP is not induced by a 

character of some proper subgroup. Furthermore, by passing to 

a factor group, we may also assume that  IP is the character of a 

faithful irreducible representation X over the complex field 0. 

Let X be the representation space of X. Let A be an abelian nor-

mal subgroup of  E. Since the group algebra F(A,Q) is the direct 

sum of  (A:1) mutually orthogonal fields  F all isomorphic to 0, 

the A-module X is the direct sum of the submodules  XF
0, some of

which may be 0. Each element G of E permutes by transformation

the F among themselves,and since Xr G=XGG1r G=XG-1rG' G per- 
iiuu 

mutes by right multiplication the  xr
p among themselves. If we 

consider only the non-zero summands XFu, then the permutation
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group effected among them is transitive. Because of the irredu-

cibility of the  f(E,Q)-module  X,  X=XXFp. Let  XT1 be a non-zero 
summand among the  xr and let E1be the subgroup of E consist- 

ing of all elements leaving  xri fixed. The representation X is 

then induced by the representation of  El defined by  Xfi. Becau-

se of the primitivity assumption on  i, it follows that  E=E1 and 

 X=XF1. Hence the representation module X of A is a direct sum

of irreducible modules, all of which are isomorphic to  fl and

of dimension 1 over 0. Thus the representation X(A) consists 

of scalar matrices, and since X is faithful, A is contained in 

the center of E. Being a factor group of a subgroup of the ori-

ginal group, E is nilpotent. This implies that E itself is  abe-

lian. For if a maximal abelian normal subgroup A of  E were smal-

ler than  E, then  E/A would contain a cyclic normal subgroup  XI, 

whose inverse image under the homomorphism  E.-)-E/A would be an 

abelian normal subgroup of  E larger than A, since A is central. 

Thus  E is abelian and its irreducible character  * is linear (in 

fact  E is cyclic). This proves the lemma.

We now have the following refinement of Schur's conjecture. 

PROPOSITION 11. Let m be the  Zeast common multiple of the

orders of the elements of G, and let K be the field of m-th ro-

ots of 1 over the rational field. Then K is a  splitting field 

of G, i.e. every irreducible representation of G in K is absolu-

tely irreducible.

     PROOF. Let X be an irreducible representation of G over 

the complex field  Q. X is then contained as in irreducible con-

stituent in an irreducible representation  y of G over K, say with
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multiplicity s. Since an irreducible representation of G over 

K contains X if and only if it is equivalent to Y, the multipli-

city of X in any representation of G over K is always a multiple 

of s. The number s is called the Schur index of X with respect 

to K, and what we have to show is that  8=1. Now K contains the 

character  x of X, as well as the characters of every subgroup of 

G. In particular, if A is a linear character of a subgroup H of 

 G, and A* is the character of G induced by A, then the represen-

tation corresponding to  A* is realizable in K. Indeed, we may 

simply take the representation of G induced by the linear repre-

sentation A of H. Express now x in the form (36) of Proposition 

9 with the  ai and the  ipi as described there. If p is any fixed 

prime, (36) shows that there exists at least one  VI containing 

 x with a  multiplicity t relatively prime to p. By Lemma 5  i. is 

induced by a linear character of some subgroup of  E. Since the

process of induction is transitive, the character  -0 of G is  in-

duced by a linear character of a subgroup, and hence corresponds 

to a representation of G realizable in K. Since this represen-

tation contains X t times, the Schur index  s of X with respect 

to K divides t, and is thus relatively prime to p. This is the 

case for any prime p. Thus  s=1.

     Proposition 9 first appeared in [15] in connection with a 

problem of Artin. This result was then used to prove Schur's 

conjecture in [14]; the refinement as given in Proposition 11 

appeared in [16]. Proposition 10 first appeared in [18]. Sub-

sequent simplifications of the proofs of Propositions 9 and 10 

can be found in [1] or [30]. For proofs differing considerably
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from those in the above references, we refer to the papers [33'] 

of Solomon and [33"] of Swan. For problems concerning the Schur 

index, see [17], [33], and [38].

     The methods and results in this section have been rather 

more arithmetical than algebraic. Properties of group characters 

even more arithmetical will be studied in the following chapters.

     In studying arithmetical properties of group representations 

it is often useful and necessary to consider group algebras over 

commutative rings which are not fields. The group algebra r(G, 

 o) of G over a commutative ring o with an identity is defined 

in the same way as in the case of a group algebra over a field. 

Its center Z(G,o) consists of all linear combinations over o of 

the sums KA of elements of conjugate classes.

We close this chapter by mentioning a problem of some what

arithmetical nature on group algebras. Let  Gl, G2 be two finite

groups. Suppose that for every field K of characteristic 0 or a

prime number, the group algebras f(G1,K),F(G2,K) of G1,G2over 

K are isomorphic. Are then G1and  G2 isomorphic? Also, 

if the group rings  “G1'Z), f(G2'Z) over the rational integers 

 Z are isomorphic, are then G1, and  G2 isomorphic?
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Arithmetical Structure

§1. The numbers wi(K a) 

Let  N be an algebraic number field, and let  Q0 be a subring

with  1 of  Q. The center  Z(G,00) of the group ring  P(G,00) over 

 Q0 is spanned over  Q0 by the sums  K1,•,  Kk of the elements of 

the  k conjugate classes of G. Each of the  k functions  wi  (I,§2) 

maps Z(G,00) onto a subring of the field generated over  No by the

g-th roots of unity. Indeed the image is a finitely-generated

 0   -module,withgenerators w.(K,),•..,w.(Kk). It follows that 

the image consists of numbers integral over  No. Taking  No to be

any ring between the ring of rational integers and the ring of 

algebraic integers in  N, we have

 PROPOSITION  1.  For  each  w.  the numbers w.(Kl)"w.(Kk) 
                                                           is

are algebraic integers.

     PROPOSITION 2. For  every irreducible character  xi of  G, 

the degree  xi=xi(1) divides the order  g of G.

PROOF. By the orthogonality relation I, (15') we have

 ic

 Y   g         )xi(Get)x.(Ga)=g6 .., i.e. 
a= a.7.„7

 7c

(1)  y w.(K)x.(G a)=Si 

 i 

               a1  X.sj.

In particular  y w.(Ka)x.(G axP)= . The left hand side is an al-                                   -&s 
    a=1i

gebraic integer by Proposition 1. The right hand side is a ra-

tional number. Hence the common value is a rational integer,

proving  xilg.
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§2. Modular representations and their characters

     We now consider a fixed rational prime p. Let  pa be the 

highest power of p dividing the order g of G, so that

(2)a                       g = Pg0'  "go) =  1.

Let v be a fixed extension to  S2 of the p-adic exponential valua-

tion of the rationals, normalized so that  v(p)=l. Let o be the 

ring of integers for  v, and p the unique prime (and in fact ma-

ximal) ideal of  o: recall p consists of those numbers with po-

sitive  v-value. The residue class ring 

(3)  Q* = o/p 

is then a field of characteristic p. A representation of G over 

the field Q* is called a modular representation of G.

     From now on we shall assume that the algebraic number field 

 contains all of the  g-th  roots of  1 in some algebraic closure 

of the rationals. Let E0and E*be the group of all g0-th roots 

of 1 in Q and  Q* respectively. If  n is in E0, and  fl* denotes

the residue class of n (mod p), then the mapping  11-,11* is an iso-

morphism of  Eo onto the group  Eo. Indeed, if n,  ni are two dis- 

tinct elements of  E0' the quotient—fl                                         — is a  g0-th root of 1 in Q 

                                                g0 
                                                        X

X-11  
                                                                                                                                                                                            • different from 1, i.e. a root of the polynomialSince

Xg0-1fl [x _,]x=1=go, we have -1Ig0. This is possible only when 

n—fl (mod p), i.e.  nfn1 (mod p), since pl'g0. Thus the  go ele- 
 1 ments  n*,  neE0, are all distinct. They are evidently  g0-th 

roots of 1 in  Q*. Since there are at most  g0  g0-th roots of 1
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in  Q*, the mapping  n-3-11* is an isomorphism of  E0 onto  E.

     Now let F be a modular representation of G, i.e. a repre-

sentation of G in the field  §4*, and let f be its degree. Let

R be a p-regular element of G, and let  61,—,  01: be the charac-
teristic roots of F(R). The  at are g0-th roots of 1 in  Q*. By 

the above remark there exists for each  et one and only one  g0-th 

root of  1 in  12, say  el:, whose residue class (mod p) is  el. We

set

 f
 (4) =  y  Ei, 

 i=l

and call  (I) the character of the modular representation F (or 

more simply a modular character). We remark that  CR) is defined 

only for p-regular elements R, and that the value  CR) belongs

to  Q and not  to  *.l)                        The residue class  CR)* of  CR) (mod p)

 f
is the trace tr F(R)=  y  et of F(R). 

                           _ s
 t=1

 §3. Transition from an ordinary representation to a modu-

lar one

     Representations over  12 (or more generally over a field of 

characteristic 0) will be called ordinary representations, and 

their characters ordinary characters in order to distinguish 

them from modular representations and their characters. Let X 

be an ordinary representation of G over  §2, and X its

      1) It is known that two modular representations have the same irre-

ducible constituents if and only if their characters coincide; see [25]. 

However, we may and shall proceed without assuming this.
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representation module. Let  e
x be an  P-basis of X. The

 o-module  M  generated  by  the  elements  e  G,  1<p<x, GEG, has an

 o-basis  e'1"
ye'' since  it  is  finitely-generated. Indeed, if 

e1''5e' are elements of M such that e'"
ye'(mod  pm) form          1

an  o/p=P* basis of the finitely-generated  o/p-module M/pM, then

 e'  e' generate M over  o  (since p is the Jacobson radical of 

o),'     e'1e' are then evidently linearly independent over  o and

over  Q. Since the  0-module generated by  {e  G} is X, we have y=x,

and e''e' form an  P-basis of X. If we consider the matrix      1 

form of X with respect to this new basis  ex, all the

matrices X(G),  GEG, have coefficients in o. Passing to their 

residue classes (mod p), we obtain a representation X* in  P. 

If we denote the o-G-module oe'1                                         +•••+oe' by  X0, the modular re- 

presentation X* corresponds to the representation module  Xo/pX0

over  Q*.

     REMARK. The representation X* depends on the choice of the 

 0-basis  el„•••,  ex of X we started with, and hence is not uni-

quely determined by the representation  X.1)

§4. Decomposition numbers and Cartan invariants 

From now on we shall always assume that  P and  Q* are 

1) If we use the result in the foot-note of the preceding page, it

follows that the irreducible constituents of X* are uniquely determined  by 

X. We shall give an alternative proof of this in  04.
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 )
splitting fields of  G. Let F1,•Fbe the totality of

non-equivalent irreducible modular representations of G (i.e. ir-

reducible representations over Q*). Let  (1)1,•,  cp3z, be their 

characters and  f3z, their degrees. Let  X1,•, Xk be the

totality of non-equivalent irreducible representations of G over 

 SZ (i.e. irreducible ordinary representations); the number k is 

equal to the number of conjugate classes of G. Their characters 

and degrees are denoted as before by  Xk and  xl,•••, xk. 

Now construct a modular representation  XI from each  Xi, and denote 

the multiplicity of F in )C4
2by dip. The non-negative integers 

 dip  (i=1,•••,k;  p=1,•,Z) are called the decomposition numbers 

of G (with respect to p). For a p-regular element R we have

 k

(5)  xi(R) =  y d. (1)  (R). 
 P=1 P P

For each  p=19•••,2 we define an ordinary character by

setting

(6) (G) = X d.s.px.(G), G  E G. 
 i=1

For R p-regular we obtain from (5) and (6)

(7)  (I) (R) =  X  c  (1) (R), R p-regular, 
 a=1 pa  a

where

(8) cpa  =  y d.d.= cop.                           spsaop  i =1

      1) It is true that  Q10 is a splitting field of G whenever Q is. How-

ever, we can proceed without using this fact by taking  Q large enough at 

the beginning.
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We call the non-negative integers  c
oa  (p,a=1,••,Z) the Cartan

invariants of G (with respect to  p).1) Let

D =(d.).           2
p2=1,•••,k;p=1,•••,k 

 C (c) 
          pap,a=1,•••,9,

be the matrices of  decomposition.numbers and Cartan invariants. 

The last relation (8) may then be expressed in matrix form as 

(9) C = D'D.

      Now by our considerations in I, §1 on absolutely irreduci-

ble representations and the decomposition of an algebra modulo 

its radical (essentially a lemma of Frobenius and Schur), there 

exists for each  p=1,•,k an element  y* in F(G,Q*) such that if

F1, Fare in matrix form, then

 /1  0  •••  0

 0  0  •••  0 
F

P(y*)=
• • • • • • 

0  0  •  ••

F
P(y*) = 0 for  o / p.

It follows that the traces  (1)1,•,  q of  F1,•,  Ft are linearly

independent over  0*. But each  e is determined by its values on 'P 

 p-regular  elements.  For  if  G=RP=PR  is  the  unique decomposition 

of G into its p-regular component R and its p-component P (I,(32)),

 1) They are in fact the Cartan invariants of the algebra  NG,2*). 

The characters(I)
ahave an important significance for the algebra F(G,Q*); 

this was shown in [25] (cf. also [3], [31]). However, this will not be 

needed.
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we have FP(G)=FP(R)FP(P)=FP(P)FP(R). Thus tr FP(G)=tr FP(R), 

since the characteristic roots of FP(P), being pij-th roots of 1 

in  Q*, are all 1. Thus each  (11 is essentially a function of the

p-regular classes of G. It follows that the number  k is at most 

equal to the number  ko of p-regular classes of G,  k�ko.

Since  j are linearly independent over Q*, and since

they are essentially functions on the p-regular classes, we see 

that the  2 modular character  (1)1,•••,  .4) are linearly independent 

over o (mod p), and hence over o itself (i.e. over  Q). By (5) 

 this  yields

     PROPOSITION 3. The decomposition numbers  d.  , the Cartan 
 1.4) 

invariants cP a, and the characters(I)pdo not depend on the choice 

 of  the  bases  in  the  representation  modules  Xi  from which the  Xi

were constructed.

     REMARK. For each  xi, there  evidently, exists at least one 

 ct, with  d. By considering the regular  representation, we            2p 

can also see that for each  rpp, there  exists at least one ).2with

d. However, this will  also be a consequence  of (17)  below.

    §5. The number of irreducible modular characters 

    Consider the matrices

(10) Xr = (x.(Ga))=  1,•••,k;  Ga runs over a set of 

                    representatives of the  ko p-regular 

                        classes  K1,  K9, of G  0

and
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(11) Nr =c(G1).                                     0                        • •'\                  \  
0  c(G  )1

 0

(the "r" refers to p-regular). We have by the orthogonality re-

lation I, (18') 

(12)  X'Y =  N  .
 r  r 

Now

(13)  Xr =  134 

where  (I) is the  (2,x2,0)-matrix 

 (14)  (I) = (C(G))  P =  1,—,  k
P  u 

             K
ap-regular

of irreducible modular characters. Hence (12) reads  VD'El(1)=N r

or

(15)  VCdp =  Nr

The rank of the matrix on  the  left hand side is at most equal to

 56, while the rank of  N
r is evidently  ko by (11). It follows  k> 

 o. Combining this with the inequality obtained in the preced-

ing section, we have

     PROPOSITION  4.1) The number I of irreducible  modular cha-

racters of G is  equal to the number  ko of  p-regular classes of

 G, 

 9, =  IQ.

The matrix  (I) in  (14) is thus a square matrix of degree  1=2,0,

      1) This was first established in [2]. The present proof is similar 

to the one in [25]. For a third proof, see [26] as well as  §7 below.
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and since  (1)1,•,  cbt are linearly independent (mod p), 

(16) det  (I)  X 0 (mod p).

From (15) we have  furthermore 

(17) det C 0.

                                                     - 

From (15) we also obtaincl)-1C-1-1=N
r1, or

(18) ciTNI,,114)! =  C-1.

This can also be expressed as

(19)  Ci217-1qo'  =  I.
 r

If we put  (6,(P)  =  WG  ) for any two class 
               Kp-regularc“,a a  a                         a) 

functions  6, of  G defined on the p-regular classes, then (19)

can also be written as

(20) (4)/ c 4)) =  /  c ($4) =S 
              p' v=1 uv  v r v=1GV p v r  pa 

(20) implies that any class function  6 of  G defined on p-regular

classes is a linear combination  6= a  (15 of the  cl) with coeffi- 
 P P                                                  p=1

cients

(21) a = (0, a)=(84)•           purPPr 
          a=1 a=1

 §6. The characters  ,1

The relation (15), (18), (19), and (20) are orthogonality

relations for the irreducible modular characters. By (7) the 

      1) The value of det C will  be determined in §11  below. 
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relation (15) can be written as

(15') (1)(0g)-(0 ) = c(0a),5 Ka'  K0p-regular 
 p=1PP

while (19), (20) can be written as

(19') F 1                            c(G
a)(/)p(0ag;a(Ga) =pa                Ka p-regular

or

(20') (4)10,00.)=Spa 
                                              pa

in terms of the inner product defined above. (21) may be writ-

ten as a=(6,0p)r. In these equations the characters~pare

not used fully. For the  4 are defined not only for p-regular

elements, but for all elements of G. Indeed (15') may be gene-

ralized to the relation

(22)  Y(Ga)4) (G) = c(0a)(Sa$'  Ka p-regular, 
        p=1P P 

where  K0 may be p-singular.  This we obtain directly from the 

orthogonality relation I, (18') by (5) and (6). For K0 p-sin-

gular the right hand side is always 0. Since det  00 we have 

then 0P(G)=0 for all p. For p-regular KS,we have

Since det  00 (mod

     PROPOSITION 5. 

(23)  0 (G)  =

 01(G(3)

 0Q(GS)

p), this

  For  any 

 0, G

 -1
ql,

 mplies i  v(.$

 p-singular 

 p-singulars
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 0 
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 c(
 a'  I

(G13))>y(c(G8))3p=13-. 

=

element  GEG, we have 

 p =  1,—,  Z.



Furthermore, 

 (24) (G)) > v(c(G)) p =  1,•,  k

for any element  G of G.

Setting  G=1, we have in particular v(1
p(1))>v(c(1))=v(g)=a.

Thus

PROPOSITION 6. The degree/
p(1) of the charactercDpis

divisible by the p-component  pa of g.

 §7. The p-rank of the matrix D of decomposition numbers 

The matrix  D-(d.  ) of decomposition numbers is a  (kx2,)-ma-
                          /.0

trix and therefore its p-rank is at most equal to  9„; its rank 

is exactly  k, as we see from (9) and (17). Now we wish to prove

PROPOSITION 7. The p-rank D is equal to 

PROOF. It is sufficient to prove that the p-rank of the

matrix  Xr=Dp is equal to  k. Suppose that this is less than  k. 

Then there exist  k elements  p a in 0, not all in p, such that 

 P X-(GO) = 0 (mod p)
                 K

ap-regular 

for all  xi. For any 0-linear combination 0 of  xi, we also have 

(25) pet0(Ga)0 (mod p).
 K

u p-regular

Now the following argument is a special case of one which we

gave in I, §3, Lemma 3. Let  S be an index with  p  /0 (mod p) and 

let  B=IG  I be the cyclic group generated by  G. B has order b

prime to p. Let Q be a Sylow p-subgroup of the centralizer
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 C(G  ). The subgroup of G generated by  G0 and Q is the direct 

product H=BxQ. We define a class function  0 of H by setting

 0 =  yJ)c 

   ranging over the irreducible characters of B. More precisely,

 0(GnQ) = y ,7C.(G0<7)c.(Gn), Q E Q.

The last sum is b or 0 according as  nEl or  nZl (mod b). Thus 

 ifHEGQ 
 0(H) = 

                       0 otherwise

0 induces a class function  0G=e of G by 

                                                   r 

                    0(G) =10(XGX-1),  b
q  XEG

where q is the order of Q, and  0(G)=0 when  G/H (see  I,§2). We

have

 0  if  a  X  f3 

0(G ) =
a

 c(G  )bo(G) 

 bqq-   X  0  (mod  p)  if  a =  0.

If we express the class function 0 as a linear combination

of  xi, the coefficients are all in o by the relation I, (27). 

Hence (25) must hold for this 0. But this is a contradiction,

 c(G ) 
since the sum in (25) reduces then to a single term    SO

(mod p), as we have seen. This contradiction shows that the
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p-rank of  Xr, and  hence that of D is 

have proved that the p-rank of  Xr is

=Dc  X
r and  cf) is an (1x10)-matrix, this 

with inequality  k<ko obtained in  §4, 

 R=R0. We also obtain det  (1)n (mod p)

alternative approach to Proposition  4 

proof in  [2] is along these lines.)

equal to  R. (Actually we 

not smaller  than  o. Since

implies  R>ko. Together

we have another proof that 

 . Thus the above is an

and relation (16). The

 §8. Blocks 

In the center  Z*=Z(G,Q*) of  F*=F(G,Q*) we decompose the

unit element 1 into a sum of mutually orthogonal primitive idem-

potents:

(26) 1 =  n*  +•••+  n*.

Such a decomposition is unique  (cf.  1,§1). Then 

(27)  r* = n*r*n*T*          "1"" 

(28)  Z* =  rqZ*  +•••+  TqZ*

are the unique decompositions of  F*,  Z* respectively into a di-

rect sum of mutually orthogonal indecomposable ideals. As inde-

composable commutative algebras, the TY,',Z* are primary and indeed

n*Z*/Rad(n*Z*)  =  0*

(cf.  I,§1). If  4),E is the mapping  Z*-)-1,c2*÷(T131'2*/Rad(rV*))=Q*,

then for  T=1,•••,t, we obtain t linear characters  1p of Z*, and
 T

(29)  lT(Wc;) =  6„•
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These are the totality of linear characters of Z*.

     To each irreducible character  xi of  G there is associated 

 analgebrahommorphisiduces a 

linear character  w*:  Z*=Z(G,o)/pZ(G,o).4-a/p=Q* of Z*. Hence 

(30)  cot  T 

for some T, and

(31) Xt(11*aCS                                ) =(..)*(fl*)/ =TOI.

     We distribute the k irreducible characters  xi into t blocks 

 B
T by setting

 BT = =  1PT/- 

That  xi belongs to the block BT is characterized by (31). It

is also characterized either by

(32) xl(rop =

or by

(33) Xl(r(;) = 0 for all  a T.

     Two irreducible characters  xi,  xj belong to the same block 

if and only if wt=cot, i.e. if and only if                     0

 g
c(G a) x.  =c(Ga)  xi              X.(Gag)X.(G)  (34) (mod  p) 

for all classes K in G.                        a

If F is an irreducible modular constituent of  Xt, then by

(31),
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(35)  F(n*) =
 P  G  TO

We will also say that an irreducible modular representation  F
p

and its character tii
Pbelong to a block BT,  in symbols FPEBT, 

 P T Pand   I, 

thus each (I)
Pbelongs to one and only one block. Thus theQir-

reducible modular characters  cl) are distributed into t blocks

 BT. Again, that  q) belongs to  B is characterized by (35). It

is also characterized either by 

(36) F  (n*) P T 

or by 

(37) F(n*) = 0            P 0 for all  a  T.

     With the distribution of irreducible ordinary and modular 

characters into blocks, we have

X. -c/3T= X.(R) = X d.(I)(R),  R p-regular,  -r,2PP 
                        (1)EB 

                 PT 

cfpP E BT===) (I)P(G)  = y d.  X.(G),  G E G.  SP  2 
                             X.EB  2 T

For if x,EBT,(j)pEBGTand To., then Xt(n*)=/, FPT(n*)=0, and eviden- 

tly  F is not a constituent of  Xt so that d. =0. The matrix  D

breaks up then into t parts, as does C. 

 D1  0  \  /  C1 0

 (38)  D= I  •I  C=  I  •

0Dt' '  0  Ct

 D'D = C  . 
 T  T 
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If k
T,QTdenote the number respectively of ordinary and modular 

characters in a block B then D is a  (k  xk )-matrix, and C  is 
 T  T T T

a square matrix of degree  kT. Since the p-rank of D has been

 t.

seen to be  k and  k= kT'we see that the p-rank of each  Dis 

 t=1 

 .

 T

Each Q
T is at least  one i.e. every block BT contains at

least one modular character  (I) . For if not, the idempotent  n*

would be represented in every  F
P by 0  (cf. (37)), which is a

contradiction. It follows then, either by the remark at the

end of  §4 or by (17) and (38), that every block  BT contains at 

least one ordinary irreducible character  xi. (This can be seen

directly by considering the regular representation and (33)). 

In fact, since the p-rank of DTis k T,

(39)  k >  St, > 1
 T T

for every  T=1,•••,t. Since  9,..c0 and det  CYO, we also have det  CT

 0 for every T.

§9. 

The

section 

turn to 

potents 

let  s1,•

potents

Idempotents belonging to blocks

t idempotents 11,1in  Z*=Z(G,Q*) studied in the preceding

are in 1-1 correspondence with the t blocks  B. We now

Z(G,Q), and construct there (in fact in  Z(G,o)) t idem-

in correspondence with the t blocks. For this purpose, 

 ek be the k mutually orthogonal and primitive  idem-

k

in Z(G,Q) with the sum 1=  X  c.,  these  ei being in 1-1 
 i=1
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correspondence with the  k irreducible characters  x1,—,  xk. 

For each block BT, set 

(40)  TIT  =  Ei.
 x.EB

The t elements  n1,•,  flt are evidently mutually orthogonal

idempotents in Z(G,Q), and have the sum  y  1-1  =1. From (21) in 
 T=1

I,  §2, we see that

                        C,1 if xi E  BT                                    _ (41)  wi(1T)- 

 0 if  xi  B T. 

We want to prove that each  n
T belongs to Z(G,o) and that its 

residue class  modulo pZ(G,o) is the idempotent  n. One method

of proving this is to show the existence of mutually orthogonal 

idempotent representations of 1 in  Z(G,o), and to show that 

they satisfy the same relations as (41). This will then show

that  they coincide with the  n.1)                                         However we will follow the

more explicit way as given in paper [32] of Osima; the idempo-

tents  n T were effectively introduced in this paper, so that we

will call them Osima's idempotents.2)                                            Now the idempotents  ei

are explicitly given in I, (20). Hence the idempotents  ri T in

(40) are given by

      1) This method is used in the lectures at Tokyo University. An ac-

count can be found in the summary of K. Sekino in "Sugaku" (Mathematics), 

Vol. 11 (1960), page 229.

2) These were also introduced independently by H. Nagao.
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 (42) nT =XbK,where b=1  y x.x(Ga).        TaaTagia 
 a=1 X .EB 

                                                                      T

     PROPOSITION 8. Each  ri
T belongs to Z(G,o) and its 

class module  pZ(G,o) is the  idempotent  1-1, in (26).

     PROOF. For any block B and any class K
a, we have                                            T 

                     xi 

 (43)  bTa =1—GT xi(Ga) =  11 . X X.(1)Xi(Ga) 
 X.EBgX-EB  / 2 T

 1 =  71- ( d.  41)  (1)i.(G )) 
 g  ip  p  2 a     xEB4)EB 

   2T pT

= —  L
TL d.P/a))(PP(I) 

 r „ 

 (1)EBx.EB 
  pTT

             1 =   I  (I) (1)T (G) . 
  EBPa 

    PT

If the class  Ka is p-singular, then  (I) (G)=0 for all  p  Pa 

Proposition 5, and hence b Ta=0. For a p-regular class

have

 1 b= —x.(1)X.(G) 
TagB//a 
              X-E                   T 

    1 V 
          L x,;(1)— x

s(1) X d(G)                    di
pPa    x

.c.6 
       Tpcf3T

= - 0(l)4). 
 EB  p  p a 

 P  T

Here  v(4)  (1))>v(g)=a by Proposition 6, and hence b
Taco.

proves nTEZ(G,o). 
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residue

by 

K , we
 a

This



     Next we have co.(nT)=y w.(e.), and this is 1 or 0 accord- 
                                    x .cB 

ing as  XiEB T or not by I, (23). Hence if we denote the residue 

class of  n module pZ(G,o) by  [n  ]*, then

 (44)  1 if xi E B1
 olUnT]*) =

0 otherwise.

In particular  [n T)*X0 for all T. Furthermore, since the  EnT1*

are evidently mutually orthogonal idempotents in  Z(G,o)/pZ(G,o) 

=Z(G,Q*), the uniqueness of the decomposition of  1 into primitive 

idempotents in a commutative algebra implies that the totality 

of the  H  ]* coincides with that of the Relation  (44)  im-
             T 

plies furthermore that

 [fl,]*  =  T  =  t.

Incidentally, we have proved that

 n  =  X  B Ka,  bTa E  0. 
                             Ta

K
ap-regular

We have therefore  n*=  X  b* K where b* denotes the 
 T  K   p -regular Taa Ta 

                                a

residue class of  b (mod p). This last equation can be refined 
                           Ta

to

 (45)  n* =  X  b* K 
 T K

p-regularTa                                     a

 v(c(G
a)) <  d7

where

 (46) dT = Max  v(g  ) 

 ' 

 EB fp
 P T 

For by (43) we have
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v(b ) = y (1)4,(G )) 
 Ta  g    BP p a 

 P T 

 f
          >  Min  (v(—E)+v( (G ))) >  Min  v(4)  (0 )) - d 

    p P       (I) EB4)€
.13

 P  -t  p  T

and this is in turn  >v(e(0  ))-d by Proposition 5. Hence if 

 a

 v(c(G a))>dT, then v(bTa)>O, or b%=0, which proves (45).

§10. Defect of a block

The number d defined in (46) is called the defect of the

block B . Thus 
 T

d =  Max  (a-v(f  )) = a -  Min  v(f  ). 
 T  

EB  EB 
 p T  p T

In other words,

v(f)  >  a  - dfor  allB 
0T                                                           T'

 =  a  -  d  for  some  (I) E  B 
 T  P  T

As

(47)  x. =Y d. f 
                          Pfor xi E  BT,                          SP                     4,  EB

                  p  T

we have clearly d T> Max  v(g). Actually the equality holds,  so   X.
 x  .EB  T

that the defect d may also be defined by means of the degrees

of the ordinary irreducible  characters  X. as well as by means

 of  the  degrees  of  the  irreducible  modular characters  (1)_ as in
 p

(46). Namely, we have

     PROPOSITION 10. We have 
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 (48)  d = Max  v(g).
 X.EB  s  T

PROOF. As we have seen in §8, the p-rank of DT=(dip)x (1, EB 
 P  1

is equal to the number  kT of irreducible modular characters  it, 

in  B  . The relation (47) then implies  Min  v(x)=  Min  v(f ), 
 X.EB  Z  EB --Z  T  p  T 

and this proves  (48).

We now define the defect  dG of an element GEG to be the

non-negative integer

(49)  dG =  v(c(G)).

The defect of a  conjugate class  K of G is defined to be the

 

-  -  a 

defect of a representative G;this is evidently independent of
                                                              a- 

the choice of representative. With this terminology we can say 

that the sum in the right hand side of (45) ranges over p-regular 

class with defect at most equal to  d.

     PROPOSITION 11. An irreducible character  xi belongs to a 

 block of defect d if and only if  wi(K a)E0 (mod p) for all class-

es Kaof defect <d, but not for all p-regular classes  Ka of

defect d.

             BTand set v(x.2)=v(xi(1))=
 x.(G  )

a-d T2+h., where h.>0. Since w.(Kac(G )1,x)= we have           =2 . a  ,
 a

v(wi(K a)) = a - v(c(Ga)) + v(xi(Ga)) - a + dT - hi

> d
T- v(c(Get)) - h..

There exists an irreducible character  x. in B with  h.=0; for 
 T

it we have similarly
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 v(w.(K  ))  >  d -  v(c(GA) -  h. =  d -  v(c(G)).
 0,  a.  T  a  a  T  a

If the class  Ka has defect v(c(Ga))‹dT3we have v(w(Ka))>O, or 

 wj(Ka)E0 (mod p). Since w.I,(Ka)Ew.(Ka) (mod p), we have w.(K)E                  j

0 (mod p) too. Together with (31) and  (45), this yields

 1  =  X b*Uiw*(Ka). 

     T 

     Ka p-regular

dG=dT 
  a

Hence there exists at least one p-regular class  K
a with defect 

equal to dT such that w2(Ka)0. The defect dT of the block BT 
is thus the smallest integer d such that w.1.(Ka(mod p) for 

some p-regular class Ka of defect d. The above relation and 

(45) also show that  dT is the largest of the defects  v(c(Ga)) 

of  the p-regular classes Ka with  .b,10.

PROPOSITION 12. Let  xi and  xj be two  irreducible characters

belonging to blocks of the same defect d. Then they belong to

the same block if and only if  wi(K a)Ewj(Ka) (mod p) for all

 p-regular classes Ka of defect d. 

     PROOF. By (45) and the above proposition we have

(50) W2(71*)  = b*aw*(Ka) 
   TTi                                  K

a p-regular

class of defect d

for every block  BT of defect dT=d. For such a block  BT we also

have

 W*(11*)=  X b* w* (K  ). 
 T Ta  a K

a p-regular
class of defect d

So, if w.(Ka)Ew(Ka) (mod p) for all p-regular classes Kaof
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defect d, then  w*(TI*)=w*(11*) for every block B of defect d.  i  T  

The last equation holds trivially for every block BT of defect 

 Xd, since both sides are 0. Hence w*i(fl16j)=w*(fl*) for every block 

                                                        T B,andx.
2and  xbelong to the same block. The coverse is

obvious.

     The proofs of Propositions 11, 12 in these notes are due 

to Osima  [32]. The author's own proofs are in [20]. Each has 

its advantage.

§11. The determinant of the matrix  C  of Cartan invariants 

 C is a matrix with rational, integral coefficients. Its

determinant is therefore a rational integer, and as was proved, 

non-zero. Since C=D'D, the determinant is in fact positive. 

We prove first

     PROPOSITION 13. The determinant of C is a power of p. 

We start with

LEMMA 1. Let  g=pag', where  (g',p)=1. Let  cP be a modular

character of  G (with respect to the prime p), and set

                       pa(1)(G)  if G  is  p-regular 
 0(G)  - 

                     0 if G is  p-singular. 

Then OEXZ(G) (in the notation of I, §3), i.e.  0 is a linear com-

bination of ordinary  irreducible characters of  G with  rational,

integral coefficients.

     PROOF. By I,  §3, Proposition 10' for the case K=Q, it is 

sufficient to show that  for every elementary subgroup  H of 0,
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the restriction  6IH belongs to  Xz(H). H is the direct product

of a q-group and a cyclic group, where q is a prime which may 

or may not be p. In any case H is the direct product of a 

p-group P and a group  B whose order is prime to p:

 H =  P x  B. 

Now if HEH, and if H=PB with  PEP, BEB, we set

 1P(H)=P(PWB) 

where p is the character of the ordinary regular representation 

of P. Since the restriction of  qb to  8 may be regarded as an or-

dinary character of  B,  tp is an ordinary character of H. If we 

set  (P:1)=p8, we have

 ( PsCH) if P = 1 C
H)=

( 0  if  P  1 .

Hence  6IH is just pa-stii, and  01HEXz(H).

      We now prove Proposition 13. Let  cb,  X=1,•••,t, be the ir-

reducible modular characters of G (for the prime p). For each 

 X=1,••,k, set

          pa(1)A(G)                          if G is p-regular 
 0A(G) = 

           0 if G is p-singular.

By our lemma we have 

 k

 0A  =  X  a.  x. 
 2A  '  i=1 

wheretheaiAEZ,andthex.
s                                  are the ordinary irreducible charac-

ters of G. Here
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a. =  (eX'xi) =  1 ex(G)X•(G) =A(G) 
                                                G p-regular 

 =— pa0A(G) di
pT  1p(G) 

      G p-regular  P=1

 .4, 
= payd.                  X$x(G)(T.Li(G)   L2111g 

 p=1  G p-regular 
 32, 

=  pa1d.         X1 (T,(G        2Pcl)X(Ga)c(G
a)p a) 

                    a 

 p=1Kp-regular

where the  S. are the decomposition numbers,and Gaare repre- 

sentatives of the p-regular conjugate classes  Ka of G. Since

   1— 
ybNrO'=C-1 by (18), we have 

                                       2,

 a.= pad.y
PA                                                  /41                                              p=1 

where we set  C  =(y  ). If we denote the matrix  (aix) by A,

then we can rewrite the above as

A =  paDC-1.

Since  C=D'D and  C1=C, we have furthermore

 CA'A = p2aCC-1D'DC-1 = p2aI,

and hence det  Codet A'A=p2ak. Since both C and A'A are matrices

with coefficients in Z, det C is thus a power of p. 

     The exact value of the determinant of C can now be readily

obtained. The determinant of the matrix  0 in (15) is a unit in 

the domain o of p-integers (i.e. the domain of integers for  v), 

and the same is true for the determinant of yT, since  4 is obtain-

ed from  0 by a permutation of the columns. Hence relation (15) 

and the form (11) of  Nr show that the p-component of det C is 

that of  c(G1)...c(G  ). But the p-component of a rational integer
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coincides with its p-component. This together with Proposition 

13 implies

     PROPOSITION  14. The determinant of the matrix C of Cartan 

invariants is the highest power of p dividing the product c(G1)

     Propositions 13 and  14 were first proved in  [4] by different 

methods. The present proofs, depending on I, §3, Proposition 

10', were given in [18].

§12. The elementary divisors of C and C

The above considerations give us not only the determinant

 of  C, but the elementary divisors of C as well. Indeed, (15) 

and (11) imply that the elementary divisors of C, as a matrix 

in o, are up to order the p-components  of  c(G2,).

This implies that the p-components of the elementary divisors 

of C, as a matrix with rational, integral coefficients, are up

to order, the p-components of  c(G1),...,  c(09). Together with

Proposition 13 this yields.

     PROPOSITION 15. The elementary divisors of C, as a matrix 

in the domain of rational integers, are up to order the highest 

powers of p dividing the numbers  c(G1),--,  c(Gd.

     Now according to (38), the matrix C breaks up into t parts 

 C corresponding to the t blocks  BT. The  k elementary divisors

of C are distributed accordingly into t sets.

PROPOSITION 16. Assume a fixed enumeration of the  Q
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irreducible modular characters (1)
p,p=1,•••,t. For each block BT 

let S Tbe the set of indices p with(I)EBT. We can then enumerate 

                                               the  Q  p-regular conjugate  classes Ka, such that for each block

B , we have 
 T

(51)  det(q)(G ))  t 0  -  --0 (mod p),
 p  a  p,aeS  T

where  Ga is a representative of  Ka. The elementary divisors of 

C belonging to BT(i.e. the eZementary divisors of CT) are then 

up to order the p-components of c(G
a), GEST.

 PROOF. For any enumeration  KG,  a=1,•••,t, of the p-regular 

classes we have det p=det(th(G))tO (mod p) by (16). 
                                                   p a--p,a=1,---,t-

Hence by  Laplace's theorem,

           (T)(T)(T) det =  X ± A
l A2 ---  At. 

        T

Here  T runs over all distinct partitions of  t into t sets

T , T=1,---,t„ each T consisting of 12, members;  A(T)T , T=1,---,t, each T consisting of 12, members;  A'-' denotes the 

subdeterminant  detW(G))  . Hence there must exist at
 p  a  peS  ,GET  T  T

least one partition  T such that

A(T)A(T) (T)  At  T 0 (mod p). 1 2

This implies however that  A(T)t0 (mod p), or det(cp
p(Ga))pES,aeT 

                               TT 

0 (mod p) for each T. If we enumerate the  K. so that  TT coin-

cides with  S for each  T3 which is certainly possible, we then 

have (51) for each T, which proves the first half of the proposi-

tion.

To prove the second half, fix a block B
T, and let p  P be the

elementary divisors of C
T, where the indices p run through ST.
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Let H be the diagonal matrix having the entries p 1 p  T on 

its main diagonal, and let U, V be unimodular matrices of degree 

 R such that

(52) UC V-1 = H.
 T

We may index the rows and columns of U, V by the indices of S.

Thus set U=(u
pa)p,aeS, V=(vpa)p,acSFor PES , set

 (1)  =0,11)v, 
   ,PaaPpaa  GEDO ES

where the  (1)a are the characters defined in (6). Then (7) and

(52) imply 

 (R) =  p  P E  S
 p  P

for any p-regular element R. It follows from Proposition 5 that 

(53) e +  v66(R)) v(c(R)), p  E S  ,

for p-regular R. However, we have 

 det(CP(G  )) =  det  V  det(q)  (G  ))
 p  a  p,aES  p  a  p,aES  '

and since V is unimodular, we have by (51)

det(i)
p(G__u))p,ac, t 0 (mod p).

Hence there exists a permutation  7 of the  k indices in  S such

that  If (7), P (P)(G)0(mod p), or V($ (G))=0 for each  pES .                                    (P)  PES  T

The inequality (53) gives then

 (54) e p  � v(c(G (P)))p  E  ST.

We may now suppose that  R has been chosen for each T  SO that  (54) 

is the case for each  T. But by Proposition  14 the sums of the
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left and right hand sides of  (54) summed over the block  indices 

 T=1,—,t are the same. Hence the inequalities (54) must be in 

fact equalities, and this proves the second part of Proposition 

16. 

     We now study the relation between the defect of a block  B _

and the elementary divisors of  C. Let the multiplication in

 Z(G,o) of the sums K of the elements of the conjugate classes
                              a 

K be given by

(55) KK= aK            aetY

Thus each coefficient a
aYis a non-negative integer, equal to 

the number of pairs  XEK,  YEK such that  XY is a fixed element, 

say G
Y,of KY. Clearly we have a=a  Y'a(3Y(1)'

     LEMMA 2. If  G  G are representatives of KK respective- 
   Y ay 

ly, and if  v(c(G
a))<y(c(Gy)),  than  as  „E0 (mod p) for any  8.

PROOF. a a8Yg/c(G) is the number of pairs XEKa,  YEKsuch

that the product W=XY lies in K _. This number is equal to the

number of pairs WEK
Y, YEKwith WY-1EKa,i.e.to aY8Telg/c(Ga), 

where K8,is the conjugate class consisting of the inverses of 

the elements of KS. Thus a alSY=aYIS'ac(GY)/c(Ga) and our lemma is

evident.

Now from I, (24) we deduce

(56) nK =   1Y Y x.(G )x.(G )K.          Tac(G)•iasy y 
                          a Y X.EB                                  I. T 

Let KT v, %)=1,'",,Q,T, be the 2T classes Ka, aEST, associated with 
the block BTby Proposition 16, and KTO), GTO)respectively the 
sum of the elements, a representative of KT0).We thus have
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(57) (n1K1 ,1'•••'nTKT,u'-••,ntKt ,R,t)

= 

      1,1'...'KT,p'...'K',")M'                                           x't

where M is the matrix

 M =  (c(G  )  X Xi(GT 01)Xi(Gtoo))(w,v),(T01) 
 X.EB                        T

having the pairs (w,v),  (T,u) as row and column indices respec-

tively. The coefficients of  M lie in  0, since Osima's idempotents 

 n are  0-linear combinations  of the Ka. Furthermore

      xi(GT ,p)xi(G.,v) X
iEBT

=  y  y d .4(G) d.T(G) 
           TPP TP20awo)

 X,EBEBvVV .11-EB  TpT 

=// 0(G)c0(G). 
              pT,ppaaw,v

 0 EDTEDT

Thus

 det(tp'.1))
 det  M  =              c(G 

                        T511

where  q is  as .  before the matrix of irreducible modular characters,

and  IP is the matrix

           ° * =)with 1PT =ODa(GT01)), P=  kT;  a E  ST. 
     0  •0t

Since by Proposition 16  v(det  (p)=0 and v(det IpT)=v(det 

 T

v(det cpp(GT ,u))pes11=1t=v(c(GT,p)), we have v(det  M)=0,          T3Tv=I 

or det  Mt() (mod  p). This shows that the Q=Dt.r elements  nIK, ,,,

— ,14KT,11,-•-,74Kt,0', which are the residue classes  modulo  p 

                      t
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of the elements of the left hand side of (57), are linearly in-

dependent over  Q*=o/p, so that each K is a linear combination  T
,11 

of these elements over  Q. In particular, every  14 is a linear 

combination of theri*K  , over  0*. But since n*2=11*, in such an
 W,V"

 expression for  ni4., only terms with  W=T, i.e.  r T'KT,v,  v=1,••,RT,
need be considered. It follows by the above lemma that  n* is a

linear combination over Q* of those K such that  v(c(G  ))�
                                                  a 

 v(c(G  )) for some class K associated with B  .
 T,V T,V 

We now prove

PROPOSITION 17. If  BT is a  bZock of defect  d=dT, the matrix

 CT has one and only one elementary divisor  p-. All other elemen-

tary divisors of CT are smaller powers of p.

     PROOF. By the above result and a remark made prior to Pro-

position 12, there exists among the classes associated with BTa

class KT,Psuch that d�v(c(GT51-1)). Since the p-rank of DT is

2,
T (§§7,8), there are.4,Tordinary irreducible characters xT 1,.. 

 , 

 ",  X
T,k such that the corresponding QTrows of DTare linearly

independent (mod p). Hence by our choice of K
T,,,.°°,/(T,9,

(58)  det(XT ,i(G,,v))i,v=1,—k  t  0  (mod  p).

Multiply a column, say the  v-th by g/c(G T,v). Now gxT,i(GTv)/ 

                                  ,

c(GT ,V)xT,.wT,.(KT,V), where x. is the degree of xT,. and  Z2 

W
T,2.is the linear character of the center of the group ring cor-

responding to x ,. Since w  „(K ) is integral, the determinant 
 T,2  T,V 

                                                               a-d
of the new matrix thus obtained is divisible by p  T. On the 

other hand, the exact power of p dividing the determinant is by
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               v(gIc(G)) a-v(c(G
TV))       TO) (58) equal to p  =p. Hence 

(59)  v(c(GT0)))  �  dT, 

and this is the case for  v=1,•,R, T. In particular, for the in-

dex p chosen at the beginning of the proof, we thus have

(60) v(c(G )) = d  .  TO1

This proves our proposition in case  k
T=1. Assume then  kT�2,

and consider an index v different from the index p in (60). Mul-

tiply the  p-th and  v-th columns of the matrix in (58) by  g/c(G T01)

and g/c(G
TO)) respectively. The new  p-th and  v-th columns con- 

sists of x  .w  .(K ) and x  .w .(K ) respectively. When 
             T, '1,  T,7..  T,11  T  ,  I,  T, 2  T,  V 

 x  
 divided by  pa-dT, they become the columns (

aTi                                                   'dwTi(KTp)), 
 P  T-,,

x

 a-d T,i            (KT,v)), which are congruent modulo p  tc

x  . x

(
pa w(xT,p)), (pa-dT(K 

                                      Ty))' and hence proportional.               Ti5

It follows that the quotient of the determinant of our new matrix

    2(a-d) 
              T by pis still divisible by p. The exact exponent of p

occurring in it is, on the other hand, equal to v(g/c(G T))+                                                                                        ,p 

v(g/c(G T,v))=2a-v(c(GT,p))-v(c(GT0))) by (58). Hence

(61) v(c(G T,P)) + v(c(GT,V)) < 2dT,

and because of (60), 

(62) v(c(G )) < d for v  # p.
                                     T,V 

This proves our proposition.

     Proposition 17 was first announced in [6], [10]. Our pre-

sent proof is a combination of those in [20] and in Osima [32],
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and differs from that sketched in footnote 18) of [61.

§13. The number of irreducible characters in a block 

Consider first a block  B of defect  d=0. Proposition 17

shows that the corresponding part  C
T of the matrix of Cartan in-

variants has only one elementary divisor, which is in fact 1.

Thus  C  =(1). Since  D is a matrix with non-negative rational, 

integral coefficients, and none of its rows consists wholly of 

 O's, we must have by the last relation in (38) that  P=(1)  too.

Thus a block of defect 0 consists of a single ordinary  irreduci-

ble character and a single modular irreducible  character. In 

the general case we have

     PROPOSITION  18.1)                           Let  B be a p-block of defect d. The 

number k of ordinary irreducible characters  xi in  BT satisfies

 1  2d
 k  <p + 1.

 PROOF. Consider the matrix A=(aij), where

(63) aij= (pd/g)xi(R)X.(R),j= 1,...,k 
                           R p-regular 

the summation extending over all p-regular elements R in G. Let 

D=DT, C=CT denote the matrices of decomposition numbers and Cartan 

invariants for  B=B T. By (5) and the orthogonality relation (18)

of modular characters, we have

      1) This proposition appeared in Brauer-Feit [23], and is an improve-

ment of a weaker inequality in [13]. Readers are referred to the same paper 

[23] for further results in this vein.
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(64) A =  pdDC-1D'.

It is clear that A is symmetric. Furthermore, the coefficients 

 a..  of  A  are  rational  integers, since the matrix D has rational
 2,7  - 

 integral  coefficients  and  the  largest elementary divisor of C is

 pd by Proposition 17.

By Proposition 7 there are unimodular matrices  U, V in o

respectively of degree k,  t  (2, is the number t 7of irreducible

modular character in B) such that

                                              

, 1 

                           UDV = (
0/,

where I is the unit matrix of degree  2.. We have

                                                  1-1-1          dv1 c-,0 ) =  pd (VCV0  \       UAU' = p 

   0I 0 0  I

Hence there exists a unimodular  matrix U0in o of degree k such

that

                                      0                    U0AU' =  pd (Co                              Or

Again by Proposition 17, it follows that not all the coefficients 

of A are divisible by p.

 Ifx.derlotestheciegreex.Mofx.,ancico.has its by now

usual meaning, then by (63)

 d

               w.(K ) aij =  (2-)x.                      x (G  ),  g2aja        p -regular
                 classes K

or

(65) (g )(a./x.) =w.(K)x.(G). 
    pdijsaja                                      p-regular

                                    classes  K
a
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     If  x
r is another ordinary irreducible character in B=BT, 

then w.(K
a)-Ewr(Ka) (mod p) for a prime ideal divisor p of p in 

0. (65) and the corresponding formula for  Xr yield

(66) (g/pd)(a../a/x.)  E (g/pd)(arj/xr) (mod  p). 

                                           If  v is the p-adic exponential valuation with  v(p)=1, then

 v(x  )=v(g)-d+A.,  A.�0. Choose xr so that Ar=0, i.e. 

                         v(x r) = v(g) - d.

Then (66) implies the congruence

 1+A .

 aij E (x./xr)arj(mod p ') 

in the ring of p-local integers. Similarly,

a. 0(x./x
r)arr(mod p jrj

Combining these two congruences, we have

 1+A, 
(67)  aij (x.x

j/x2)arr(mod p 

           r since a rj=ajr. This holds for all i, j=1,•-•,k. It follows that

arris not divisible by p; otherwise all a.. would be divisible 

by p. Taking  j=r in (67), we find then

v(air) = A.

In particular,  ai
r0 for all  i=1,•••,k. 

     By  (64) and D'D=C, we have A2=pdA. Hence 

                         ai
rd                              pa.  i =1rr

Since ai
r  i=1,•••,k, this yields (k-1)+a2r�pdrr. The maxi- 

                                                  r mum of pdx-x2 is obtained for x=pd/2, and thus
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which proves our

 k  -  1 

proposition.

 p2d/4
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 III. Defect groups. Main theorem A.

§1. Blocks of G and those of subgroups

Let G be as before a finite group of order  g=pago,  (go,p)=1,

where p is a fixed prime number. We consider a pair of subgroups 

T and H of G satisfying the following two conditions.

(*) For every element  T of T there is a p-subgroup  PT of

C(T)nN(T) such that  C(PT)ET,

(**)  TcHcN(T).

     For example, the centralizer T=C(Q) of any p-subgroup Q of 

G satisfies (*), if PT=Q for all TET. If H is any subgroup of

 N(Q) containing T, the pair T, H satisfies (*), (**). Applica-

tions of the results below will be made only to pairs T=C(Q), H 

obtained in this manner.

     PROPOSITION  1, Let  Q be a field of characteristic p, and 

let  T, H be as  above. Then an  algebra homomorphism of the class 

algebra Z(G,Q*) into the class algebra  Z(H,Q*) is defined by 

setting

(1)  8  :  Ka  ÷  Ka  =  X  T, 
 TEK  nT

 a

where  Ka denotes as before the sum of the elements in a conjugate 

class  Ku of G.
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PROOF. We denote conjugate classes of H by  L. Since T is

normal in H, the sum in (1) may be expressed as 

(2)
 L cKnT  P 

 0_a

where L is the sum of the elements in L . Thus K0 is an  ele-
p

ment of Z(H,Q*), and  0 is at least a linear mapping of  Z(G,Q*)

into  Z(H,Q*). We show that it is an algebra homomorphism. Set

 KT1  =

SeK
a,SkT

so that K =K0+Kri . If  the  multiplication  of the  K is given by   Ct  a  
Ct  a 

(3) KK=YK 
                          a(3aaril(Y

where each aa0Yis a non-negative integer, equal to the number

of pairs  XEK
a,  YEK8 such that XY is a fixed element, say  G of

K , then we have -Y

(4) (Ka0+KaT1)(Ka+KT1) =  y aa(3Y(K+K).
 Y

The product K
a0K8is a sum of elements belonging to T (some with

coefficients possibly greater than  1). KK6is a sum of elements 

                             a

not belonging to  T, and the same is true of Kri8'                                                    KeFurthermore, 
                         a 

the coefficient of an element  T of T in the product Kneis a                                                               a8

multiple of p. Indeed, it is equal to the number of pairs  (X,Y) 

satisfying

 XY = T; X  E  Ka,  X  k T;  Y  E  K0,  Y  k T. 

If P is an element of the subgroup  PT in (*), then for each pair 

 (X,Y) satisfying the above conditions, the pair (1,-1xp,p-lyp)

will also satisfy the same conditions. Thus the totality of
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pairs  (X,Y) satisfying the conditions are distributed into class-

es with respect to transformation by the elements of  PT. The 

number of pairs in such a class is equal to the index  (PT:PTnC(X) 

nC(Y)), where  (X,Y) is a pair in the class. This index is a 

power of p distinct from 1, since if it were 1, then we would 

have PT-         cC(X), whence  XEC(PT) and XETby (*). Being a sum of such 

indices, the coefficient of  T in Kneis a multiple of p as as-                             K0KS 
serted. Comparing the coefficients of elements of T in both 

                               0 sides of  (4), we see that K0Kediffers from Yaaf3yK0by a sum 

  a

whose coefficients are divisible by p. In Z(H,Q*) we then have 

         , K6K6=la* af3YKe where a*cOYis the residue class of aaf81(mod p), a-

considered as an element of the  prime field of  Q*. Since KaKe 

 =a*  K in Z(G ,Q*) by (3), this shows that our linear mapping  aRY  Y

0 is an algebra homomorphism.

     The kernel U of the homomorphism  0 has a basis consisting 

of all K  such  that  K  nT is empty. The image V of 0 has a  basis
 a  a

consisting of all Kasuch that KanT is not void. We have the

 isomorphism 

(5)  Z(G,U*)/U  = V (in  Z(H*,Q)) 

induced by  0.

     We now let the field  Q be the  field  Q*=o/p defined in II, 

02. If  5 is a linear character in  Q* of the algebra Z(H,Q*), 

then defines a linear character of  Z(G,U*) by

 e 
(6) :  Z(G,U*) V  Q. 

The kernel of  IP contains the kernel U of 0. If conversely  1p is 

any linear character of Z(G,Q*) whose kernel contains U, then it
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induces a linear character of V by our isomorphism (5). This 

linear character of V can be extended to a linear character  fp of 

 Z(H,Q*) by I, §1, Lemma 1. It is evident that this  i induces our 

linear character  fp of  Z(G,Q*) by (6). Thus we have the first 

part of

     PROPOSITION 2. For every linear character  p of  Z(H,Q*)  we 

obtain by setting 

(7) 4)(Ka)  =fP(Kae)  =  X IP(L ), 
 L  nT
 P— a 

a linear character  tP of Z(G,Q*) whose kernel contains U. Conver-

sely, every linear character of  Z(G,Q*) whose kernel contains U 

can be obtained in this manner. By this correspondence  0-1P of 

linear characters, we obtain a correspondence 

                                    zG (8) BB = b

from the blocks of H to those of G.

      PROOF. Linear characters  IP of Z(G,Q*) are in 1-1 correspon-

dence with blocks of G by II, §8, and similarly, linear characters 

 1P of  Z(H,Q*) are in 1-1 correspondence with blocks of H. From 

our correspondence  fP-1) of linear characters, we obtain a corres- 

                                   G pondence,T3-B of blocks. We denote by B the image of B under

this correspondence.

     If n denotes Osima's idempotent for the block B of  G  and if 

 fl* denotes its residue class modulo pZ(G,o), the image  n*0 of  p* 

by our homomorphism  6 is an idempotent in  Z(H,Q*). Since  iii(n*0) 

 =1P(n*), and this is 1 or 0 according as whether or not the linear 

character  tP belongs to B, this idempotent  n*6, when decomposed
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into primitive idempotents in  Z(H,Q*), is the sum of the residue 

classes (mod pZ(H,o)) of Osima's idempotents for those blocks B

               G 
of14 satisfying B=B.

§2. Defect groups of a block 

Let K be a conjugate class of G. A Sylow p-subgroup of 

 a

the centralizer  C(G  )  of  any  element  G in K will be called a 
 a. a  a

defect group of the class  K. Its order is  pd, where d is the
 a - - 

defect  v(c(G  )) of the class K  . Any conjugate in  G of a defect
a  cx

group of  Ka is also a defect group of  Ka; conversely, any two

defect groups of  K are conjugate in  G by our definition and the
 a 

Sylow theorems.

     Let B be a block of  G of defect d. If  IP is the linear cha-

racter of  Z(G,52%) associated with B, then there exists by  II, 

Proposition 11, a class  K
a of defect d such that  II(Ka)0. A

defect group of such a class  K _ is called a defect group of the

block  B.1)              A conjugate of a defect group of B is again a defect

group of B. As we shall see, the converse is also  true. We 

prove first

PROPOSITION 3. If  K2 is a conjugate class satisfying  11)(KS)

 �0 (necessarily of defect  �d by II, Proposition 11), then any 

defect group of the class  K2 contains a suitable defect group of

B.

      1) Defect groups were first defined in [12]. Their main properties 

as well as Theorems A, B below, were announced in  [11], [12], [13]. Detailed 

proofs are in [20], [22].
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     PROOF. Let Kabe a class of defect d satisfyingi(Ka)X0.. 
If KaK=Yaar3YKYas in (3), thenV(Ka)11)(K)=Ya*f3Yip(K), where 

                                                             a

a*
cOyis the residue class of aaf3Y(mod p). Sincep(Ka)X0,V(Kfi) 

                                                                    /0, so that V(K)11J(K)�0, there must exist a class Kwith 
  a010 

(9) a*X 0,11)(K) X  O.        c"Y
O10

By II, Proposition 11, the defect of K is at least equal to  d. 
               10

Let Q be a Sylow p-subgroup of C(G ), i.e. a defect group of 
                                      10

K. Set  T=C(Q), and let H be any subgroup satisfying TcHcN(Q).  1
0

If 0 is the algebra homomorphism of  Z(G,046) into  Z(H,Q*) consi-

                                                                , 

                                                            a 
dered in the preceding section, then K0K0(3=La*f3

yyKe. Since GE 

                                                   a 

 Y YO 

 C(Q)=T, K nT is not empty, hence  le =  X T#0. Since a*  /0 
  Y0alSy   00I'd( nT0

                                             10 

by  (9), we have

 Ke  X  0,  K00  X  O. 

                                 a 

 KeX0 means that K nT is not empty, i.e. there exists a represen-
a a 

tative G  of  K  in  T=C(Q),  or  equivalently,  Q�C(G ). Similarly,
a  a a

there exists a representative  G of  K0 satisfying  Q�C(G  ).

                                       v(c(G  ))
The inclusion  QsC(G  ) implies  (Q:1)�p''-a"=pd.But  (Q:1)

       v(c(G )) 
is equal to pYo. Hence v(c(G  ))01. Together with the 

                                  10

opposite inequality established earlier, this gives 

(10)  v(c(G )) =  d.
                                10 

Therefore the subgroup Q of C(G a) must be in fact a Sylow p-sub-

group of C(G ), and Q is a defect group of the block B.
                 a 
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     We have thus proved that  C(G8) contains a defect group Q of 

B. This shows that some defect group of  K8 contains a defect 

group of B, and since all defect groups of  K8 are conjugate,

this proves the proposition.

     PROPOSITION  4. Any two defect groups of a block B are  con-

jugate. Conversely, any conjugate of a defect group of B is 

again one of B.

 PROOF. In the above proof of Proposition 3 we proved that

if Kais a class of defect d withOKa)(),and K8is a class with 

OK)0,then there exists an element Gof Kand an element G 13aa G8 

of Kf3such that every Sylow p-subgroup of C(GS) contains a Sylow 

p-subgroup of  C(Ga). If  K13 is also of defect d, then every Sylow 

p-subgroup of  C(Gs) is actually a Sylow p-subgroup of  C(Ga).

Proposition  4 is now evident.

     PROPOSITION 5. Let  '0 be a defect group of the block B of 

 G. Set  T=C(D), and let H be any subgroup of  G satisfying  TcH 

 N(D), i.e.  (**) of the preceding  section. Then there exists a

                        G block B of H such that B=B in the  sense of Proposition 2 (with

respect to the group pair T,H).

 PROOF. Let  * be the linear character of  Z(G,O*) associated 

with B. It suffices to show that the kernel of  * contains the 

kernel U of the map  8 of Proposition  1; equivalently, it suffices

to show that if  K8 is a class such that  K  nT is empty, then 

 *(K0=0. Now if  *(K00, then by Proposition 3,  4 we have  pc 
 C(G8), or GacC(D)=T for some element Gof K8.Therefore there

exists a block  B of H such that  B=:6G.
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     PROPOSITION 6. Let T, H be a pair of subgroups of  G  satis-

fying the conditions (*),  (**) of the preceding section. If 

                            G.                                      I is a block of H, and B=Bis the block of  G corresponding to B 

in the sense of Proposition 2, then every defect group  V of  B is 

contained in a defect group of B. In particular, the defect  d 

of B  is at most equal to the defect d of B.

     PROOF. Let  Ka be a class of  defeA d of  G satisfying  OK a) 

 X0, where  IP is the linear character of  Z(G,O*) associated with

                                            G B
. By the definition of the correspondence B.-›-B=B and formula 

(7), there exists a class  Lo in H such that  LocKanT and  t(Lo)#0, 

where  IP is the linear character associated with  B. IfEL 
                                                         PP'

then some defect group of B is contained in a Sylow  p-subgroup

of the centralizer  CH(G
P) of  G in H by Proposition 3. This

Sylow group is contained in a Sylow p-subgroup of the centralizer

 C(G
p) in  G. However, this last Sylow group is a defect group of 

B since GPEl<a. This and Proposition  4 proves our proposition.

     PROPOSITION 7. Let M be a normal p-subgroup of  G. Then M 

is contained in every defect group of every  block B of  G.

     PROOF. 1) We consider first a normal subgroup M of  G which 

is not necessarily a p-group. Let  xo be an irreducible charac-

ter of the factor group  0=G/M. Using standard notation with 

 the superscript for G0, we have

                             0  x0(G0)  
 w0  (G0) 

                             cO(GO) x0 

Now  x0 can be considered in a natural way as an irreducible cha-

racter x of  G whose kernel contains M. If  GC) is the coset of 

GEG, then C(G)M/M is a subgroup of  C°(G°). Since
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 C(G)M/M=C(G)/C(G)nM, we have 

(11) c(G)cO(G0),                           where z(G) =  (C(G)nM:l) divides  (M:1).      z(G)I 

The degree xo of  xo is also the degree x of  x, so that we have 

 wo(Go).,  g X(G),_  go  •c(G)w(G)=  c(G)  
       00(GO) x cO(GO) g                                     (M:1)c0(G0)w(G), or 

(12) _ (M:1)c0(e)  w0(G0)  =  (M:1) c0(G0)z(G) w0(G0).          c(G) z(G) c(G)

 (M:1)andc0(e)z(G)  By (11) both 
 z(G) c(G) are integers. 

      2) Assume now  that the normal subgroup M of G is a p-group.

By  II, Proposition  4 M has only one irreducible modular represen-

tation, and this must be the  1-representation. Hence any modular 

representation of M may be taken in the form

(13) ( 1.0 \\
Consider any irreducible modular representation F of G. We may 

assume that its restriction  FIM to M has the form (13). Let e

be the first basis element of the representation module F of F. 

Then

 eM  =  e  for  all  M  E  M.

For any element G of G we have  GMG-1=M1EM, and

 (eG)M =  e(GMG-1)G =  eM1G = eG.

Hence every element M of M leaves fixed all elements of the sub-

module F0of F spanned by{eGIGEG}.Since F0is a G-moudle, and 

F is irreducible, we have F0=F, i.e. 

 (14)  / l.
.
1  o\ 

 FIM =
0 • 

 j
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The kernel of F contains M, and F can naturally be considered as

an irreducible representation F0of G0=G/M.

     This shows that each block B of G contains at least one ir-

reducible character x whose kernel contains M and is thus essen-

tially an irreducible character of G0=G/M. For starting with an 

irreducible modular representation F in B, we may consider it by 

the above considerations as a representation F0of G0. We may 

then take an ordinary irreducible representation X0of G0 having 

F0 F as a modular constituent, and consider it as an irreducible

representation X of G.

     3) Let B be a block of  G, and x an irreducible character 

in B whose kernel contains M. Consider x as an irreducible cha-

racter x0 of Go=G/M. Let  D be a defect group of B, and choose 

an element  G of  G such that  V' is a Sylow p-subgroup of C(G) and 

 w(G)t0 (mod p). By (12) we then have 

                 c0(GO)z(G)  t 0
, w0(G0) 0 (mod p). (15) (M:1)z(G)ta' e(G) 

In particular,  z(G)=(M:1), i.e.  (C(G)nM:1)=(M:1) and  McC(G).

Therefore M is contained in a Sylow p-subgroup  D(1) of C(G). 

Since  D(1) is conjugate to  D in C(G), and M is normal in  G,  we

have  McD. This proves the proposition. 

     Incidentally formula (12) proves that if 0 is a block of

a factor group  G()=G/M, where M is any normal subgroup of  G, then 

all irreducible characters of G0belonging to B0 belong to a 

single block of  G when they are considered as irreducible charac-

ters of  G. For if x0xjare two irreducible characters in  Bo, then 

 0  0  0  0 
                                                          2) E 

w
j  .(3) (mod p) for all  G€G by formula (12), or that x. and X-
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belong  to the same block of G. Thus every block B0of G0, when

considered as a collection of irreducible characters of G, is 

contained in a single block of G. In this sense we have

     PROPOSITION 8. Let M be a normal p-subgroup of order  pu of 

G. If B is a block of defect d of G, and  D is a defect group of 

B, then every block B° of G°=G/M which  is contained in B has a 

defect group contained in  D/M. Moreover, there exists at least 

one block B0of defect d-p of G0 contained in B for which  D/M 

is actually a defect group.

     PROOF. If G is any element of G such that  TJ is a Sylow 

p-subgroup of C(G), and  w(G)t0 (mod p), then we have already 

proved the conditions of (15) hold, where x° is any irreducible 

character of any block  Bo of G0 contained in B. The first con-

dition implies that  z(G)=(M:1)=p11, or  McD. This together with 

                    0(

c(G)(G)0         c the second condition0 (mod p) shows that  D/M  is a 

Sylow p-subgroup of the centralizer  C°  (e) of  G()=GM in  G°. Since 

    0 w0(G)f0 (mod p) by the third condition of (15),  D/M contains a 

defect group of  Bo, which proves the first part of our  assertion. 

In particular, the defect  d0 of B° satisfies  d°�d-p, where d is

the defect of B.

     Now there exists an irreducible modular representation  F of 

G in B whose degree f satisfies

 v(f)  v(g)  -  d  =  a  -  d. 

F can be considered as a representation  F° of 00; if  F0 is in 

the block  Bo of  G of defect  d0, then its degree  f0=f satisfies 

v(f)�v(g/pp)-d°=a-p-d°. Hence a-d�a-p-d0i.e., d�d0+p. Hence
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we have  d0=d-p. This implies however that  D/M is actually a 

defect group of the block B° containing F0. This proves the

second part of our assertion.

     REMARK. Consider Proposition 2 in the case of the group 

pair T,  H, where  T=C(Q),  TEHsN(Q), and Q is a p-subgroup of G 

(this is the case of later interest). Then the correspondence 

 i--ip of linear characters is independent of the choice of Q and 

 T, and is determined uniquely by the subgroup H. Hence the same

                               G  holds for the correspondence13±B=B of blocks.

     PROOF. The linear character  4) corresponding to is given 

by (7). To verify our remark we will prove that the sum on the 

right hand side is

       (L) 
L cK nit'  P—  a

where  L runs over all conjugate classes of H contained in Ka. 

                                                                                  a

This follows simply from the fact that if  L is a conjugate class
 p- - 

of H having an empty intersection with T,  then  .VL)=0. Namely,
 p

if  CI,  )/0, then the centralizer  CH(G
p) of any element  G of  L 

contains a defect group of  .j by Proposition 3. But every defect 

group of B contains the normal p-subgroup Q of H by Proposition 

7. Thus  6EC(Q)=T and  L  nT is not empty.
 p  -

i) 

the

§3. Main Theorem A 

LEMMA 1. Let D be

If K is a conjugate 

intersection KnT is

a p-subgroup of  G, 

class of G with  D 

a conjugate class

 and  Zet  T=C(D), 

as defect group, 

of H. ii) If  H

 H=N(D). 

then 

is an
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 element of H such that  D is a Sylow p-subgroup of the centralizer 

CH(H)=C(H)nH of H in H, then  D is a Sylow p-subgroup of  C(H);

hence  i) can be applied to the conjugate class K of H in G.

     PROOF.  i) Let G be an element in K such that  V is a Sylow 

p-subgroup of C(G). Then  GET=C(D), and  GEKnT. Let  G' be any 

other element in KnT. We can put G'=X-1GX with  XEG. Since  G'ET 

 =C(D), we have  DcC(G'). Since  D is a Sylow p-subgroup of C(G), 

it follows that  D is a Sylow p-subgroup of C(G'). On the other 

   -1D
Xis -1-1i hand, Xs contained in C(XGX)=C(G'), and so XDX is also 

a Sylow p-subgroup of C(G'). Hence  D and  X-1DX are conjugate in 

 C(G'), i.e. there exists an element  I in  C(G') such that  X-1DX= 

 Y DY. We then have  XY -EN(D)=H, and since (XY)-1G(XY)= 

YG'Y-1=G°, the element G' is conjugate to  G in H. Conversely,

since T is normal in H, any element of H conjugate to G in H be-

longs to  T and hence to KnT.

     ii) Let  Di be a Sylow p-subgroup of C(H) containing  D. If 

 D1 contained  D properly, then by a theorem on p-groups, the nor-

malizer of  D in  D1 would provide a p-subgroup of  N(D)nC(H)=HnC(H)

properly containing  D, which would contradict the assumption that

 D is a Sylow p-subgroup of CH(H). Hence  D1=1), and  D is a Sylow

p-subgroup of C(H).

We now come  to

MAIN THEOREM  A.1)                      Let  D be a p-subgroup of G, and let  pd

be its order. Then there is a 1-1 correspondence between blocks 

      1) An earlier weaker form of the theorem was announced in [10] as

Theorem  4. The proof of its present form appeared in [20].
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of G having  D as defect group and blocks B of defect d of  H=N(D).

                                            G This correspondence is given by the mapping B÷B=B of Proposition

2 with respect to the subgroup pair  T=C(D),  H=N(D).

     PROOF. We remark that by Proposition 7 every block B of 

defect d of  H=N(D) has  I) as its unique defect group. The proof 

of the theorem is in three  parts.

     1) Let B be a block of  G having  D as a defect group. By 

Proposition 5 there exists a block B of H such that the block  B0

of  G (in the sense of Proposition 2 with respect to T and H) is 

B. By Proposition 6 every defect group of  B is contained in a 

conjugate of  D. On the other hand, Proposition 7 shows that 

every defect group of  B contains  D. It follows that  D is the in 

fact unique defect group of  B, and the defect of  B is d.

     2) Consider any conjugate class L of H such that  D is a 

Sylow p-subgroup of the centralizer  CH(H)=C(H)nH in H of some

element H in L. By our  lemma  D is a Sylow p-subgroup of C(H) 

and  L=KnC(D), where K is the conjugate class of H in  G. If  -q) 

is the linear character of  Z(G,P*) corresponding to a linear 

character  i) of  Z(H,Q*) in the sense of Proposition 2, we have 

by (7) 

(16)  WC)  =  I1)W

where K,  .B denote as usual the sum of the elements in K, L res-

pectively.

     In particular let  tp be the linear character associated with 

a block  B of defect d of H. As remarked above, D is the unique 

defect group of  B. If L is a class of H such that  D is a Sylow

p-subgroup of CH(H) for some  NEL, and  -L)XCI, then we have (16)
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for the corresponding linear character  IP and the class  K of H in 

 G. Since  -qJ(L)0, it thus follows that  i(K)0. By Proposition 3 

the Sylow p-subgroup  D of C(H) contains a defect group of the 

        G bl
ock B=B associated to  IP. On the other hand, D is the unique

defect group of B, and is thus contained in a defect group of B 

by Proposition 6. It follows that  D is actually a defect group

of B.

                              G      3) Evid
ently B determines B uniquely. In order to prove 

                   G- the converse
, namelyis determined uniquely by B, let B1 be 

                        G a second block of defe
ct d of H such that B=BG'B1has  D as its            1 

unique defect group. Let  IP,  11 be the linear characters of 

 Z(H,Q*) associated with B,  Bl. Consider any conjugate class L

of H of defect  d in H. If L contains no element H such that  D

is a Sylow p-subgroup of CH(H), then  1P(L)=0,  11),(L)=0 by Proposi-

tion 3. On the other hand, if L contains an element H such that

 D is a Sylow subgroup of CH(H), then by (16)  il)(L)=IP(K), and simi-

larly,  i),(L)=Ip(K). Hence  1P(L)=i)1(L) for any class  L of defect  d 

in H. But then B1=Bby II, Proposition 12 and III, Proposition 

3. This shows that BGunique determines  B and the proof is com-

plete.

     Theorem A therefore reduces the problem of determining a 

block with a given defect group to the case where the defect 

group is a normal subgroup. By Proposition 8, the problem is 

further reduced to the case of defect 0. For any group it is 

possible to determine all blocks of defect 0 and their number 

explicitly (see  [20]).
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IV. Generalized Decomposition Numbers. Main Theorem B

§1. Generalized decomposition numbers 

Let G be an arbitrary element of G, and let P, R be its

p-component and p-regular component respectively, so that 

                            G = PR = RP.

Let  pa be the order of P. For the subgroup C(P) of G we will

use standard notation with a superscript P. Thus for instance

XP will denote an ordinary irreducible representation of C(P) 

and  x its character. Since P is in the center of C(P), we have 

XP(P)=c.I for some pa-th root e of 1.

     Let  xi be an irreducible character of G, and let its res-

triction..to C(P) be axa'P                                     -1-.7where the aijare non-nega- 

  • 

                            P tive  integers.  If(1)P'd-denote the irreducible modular cha- 
                PjP

racters and decomposition numbers of C(P), we have

 Xi(G) =  Xi(PR) =  y  aijX ,Pi(PR)

= X aidd.c.x.(R)  = aiJj.Ey dPPPe(R).
Thus

(1)  Xi(G) =  Xi(PR) =  y @iPpcppP                                  (R)

where p 

(2)  apP=  y  a..e.d.  . 
                         14 JP

The numbers @.
2are algebraic integers in the field of pa-th roots

of 1 over the rationals, and are called the generalized  decompo-
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 1)
sition numbers of G with respect to the p-element  P. Formula

(1) holds for any element  G with P as its p-component. Hence 

for any p-regular element R in C(P), formula (1) holds for G=PR.

 are  uniquely characterized by (1),  R ranging over  ioThe numbers  a
pare  uniquel: 

p-regular elements of C(P).

      The generalized decomposition numbers can be computed ex-

plicitly by

                            1 —PP.P (3) 9.=X'(PRP)p Cb
cy(R)C       2P•2KKGp 

 K,0 c(PR )
 K

where  R are representatives of the p-regular classes  K of C(P), 

and  c are the Cartan  invariants of C(P). Indeed, the right
 up 

hand side of (3) is equal to

       1 —PPPPP 1  T(R) 

 K c(PR  ) K  G c(PR   X,.(PRP)      K P(R)  =9iecl)a(RK)      PKP)pK
 K  K

       7P 1 TP(RP)) . =  X 9.(0(R) 
   iG'0KPpK 

               c(PR K)

 c(PRP) is equal to the order  cP(RP) of the centralizer  C  (RP) of

 P. Rin C(P)
, since  C(PRP)=C(P)nC(Rp)=Cp(Rp). Hence the above  ex-

pression is equal to  0ia(5pa=8ip' which proves (3). 

 a

Letting now  xi range over all irreducible characters of G,

2)
we have the following orthogonality relations.

 (4) (0 if P, Q are p-elements not 
         Dif9'`?=j1 conjugate in G 

 i  2p su 

                  cPo if  P  =  Q.                                  In,.o

      1) Generalized decomposition numbers were introduced in [5], where 

their elementary properties, including the orthogonality relations  (4) below, 

were proved.

2) Refinements of the relations will be given in §5, Proposition 2. 
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To prove this, we express (1) as 

                 PPP (5) z= V(I)
, 

where  V denotes the matrix  (2.  ).                                            of generalized decomposition
 2P  2,P

numbers,  ZP denotes the matrix (x
i(PR)).,and4wP denotes the                                              K 25K- 

matrix (e(RP)) P,Kof modular characters of  C(P),  RP being repre-        pK 

sentatives of the p-regular classes KPin C(P). Similarly we 

have  Z=VQ(15Q. Hence

                (e)1YQPPQQ                              = (cp)'(V)'V(I). 

If P and Q are not conjugate in G, then  (ZP)'ZQ=0 by I, (18'), 

and hence  (VP)'VQ=0, since the matrices(I)P,cpQ are regular. This

proves the first part of  (4). If P=Q, then

 0  •  j  0  • 

 by  I, (18') and  II,  (15), where CP=(cP _). Comparing this with
                                                up 

the above formula with P=Q, we have

 (e)'VP =  CP,

which is the second part of  (4).

§2. Sections 

Let P be a fixed p-element of G. The section of P in G,

denoted by S(P), is defined to be the set of all elements in G 

having as p-component a conjugate in G of  P.  S(P) is thus a 

collection of conjugate classes of G.
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LEMMA  1.1)               Let P be a p-element of G in the center of  G.,

and R a p-regular element of  G. If  G is any  eZement of  G not in 

 S(P), then

(6) YXs.(P-8)X.(G)  = 0
 X.EB  2 

for every block B of G.

     PROOF. Let Q, S be the p-component and the p-regular com-

ponent respectively of  G. Thus G=QS, and since  GkS(P), the 

p-element PQ-1is different from 1. The left hand side of (6)

is equal to

 1 ,-xi(R)xi(P)xi(G-1)  =  1 Xi(R)Xi(PG-1) 
 s x.EBx.EB                                     s 

             =  y                            Xd.(P (R)Xi(PG-1) 
                                             2P p  X

,EB  a)  EB

=(I)(R)0(PG-1). 
     EB

Here  PG-1=PQ-1S-1 is p-singular,since PQ-1Hence 0(PG-1)=0

by II, Proposition 5, and the above sum is 0, which proves  (6). 

     This lemma will be used below in studying certain coeffi-

cients connected with Osima's idempotents. Thus for each block 

B
1, let riT be Osima's idempotent for BT. If Ka is the sum of 

elements in the conjugate class  K
a of  G, and  Ga is a representa-

tive of Ka, we have 

(7) fl K= c(G)-1Xy x.(G)x(G)K 
                                                 f3iact  K  X

.EB
 a  2  T

by I, (24) (this formula has already been used in II, (56)). 

      1) This is a very special case of the Corollary in  §5  below.
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Set

(8)/-,-1              e(3a= c“-i13) x.(G(G) 
                      X,EBi3 Aia

 T 

so that

(9)T                      nK=ef3aKa•                                   T 
 K

 a.

Under the assumptions  of  Lemma 1, e13
a=e=0 whenever Gf3is p-re-

gular element not in  S(P) and  Gu is in S(P).

     If we consider a p-element P of G not necessarily lying in 

the center of G, the above lemma can only be applied to the cen-

tralizer C(P) of P. Thus let  KP,  K=1,•••,kP, be the conjugate
 K" - - 

classes of C(P). We assume that the enumeration is such that

the first P. , K=1,•••,e, are the p-regular classes of C(P); as 

before denote the representatives of these classes by  RP. The
 K

conjugate classes  K of G containing  PR P,•, are all -  K  -  K  

 

-  - 

distinct, and are exactly the conjugate classes of G lying in 

the section S(P) of P. Let  B  be  blocks  of  C(P),  and  T1 their
                                                                           a 

Osima idempotents. Furthermore, for each block  B _ of G denote

 by  (T) the sum of those  'I)a corresponding to  B in the sense 

B =B ; if there are no such B
a' set n(T)=O. In analogy to  ( -G     ; if there are no such Ba, set n'"=0. In analogy to  (9) 

we have

 kP 
                                                -a 

 (10)KP=e, K                                       P 
                 aA_ AK K

 K=1

with e Kdefined by formulas analogous to (8). Hence 

      A 

 kP

(11) n(T)Kr = .(,T)KP 
 K=1A  AAK K,

 -(T
K)-a- where e,denotes the sum of those e,Ksuch that BG=BT. The  AA
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                  -a-(T 
coefficients e(3

,a,eA'eAK) all belong to  a, since  Osima's idem- 

potents n, nare a-linear combinations of  K  , KPrespectively. 
Ta  K

LEMMA 2. Let  K
K,  K=1,...,V, be the conjugate  cZasses  of

G containing Pe K, K=1,—,RP respectively. For A, K=1,--,e  We
have

 (12)T_(T) (mod  p).                  e=e,                A
KAK

     PROOF. (The congruence is in fact an equality, but we shall 

be able to see this only at the end of the next section.)  Con-

sider the image KAof  KA under the map  0 defined in III, (1) 

with  H=T=C(P). Clearly

 Kx  =  PKx  + KP 

              K                KPc 
                 u-  A
P KkS(P)

where  S(P) denotes the section of P in C(P). Hence 

              fl           -(T)K=ne-(T)PK+P(T)KP   AA 

                                   KPcK 
                                               u- 

                                                    kP                                                                            ",(T) The first product on the right hand side is equal to  Ye,PK 

                                                                  P 

                                           AKK 
 K=1

 RP \ 
by (11) and in fact toe,

KPKKby the remark made after (9).                              ,A                                                K=J
_ 

As for the termsFi(T)KP with KP S(P), these are linear  combina-

                                   P tions over o of the K

v satisfying Kv
tions over o of the K- satisfying K-S(P). This follows from 

Lemma 1 applied to C(P). Thus we have

                       P 

(13) (T)=7-          nKx0(T)-2,e,PKP+YAcv,..(T )                                         JAKP                     AK K 
 K=1 P                                 K

vS(P)

for suitable  f(T)co. In Z(H,Q*) consider (13) modulo  pZ(H,o).  A
K 
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(T)* -(T)  T)* --(T) * Si
nce fl =n  (mod pZ(H,o)) is equal to nT0 by a remark at

the end of III, §1, we obtain 

 nP

 (14)*0r(T)*                                              f(T)*K.          fl K0= LePKP+     T , AKAv.v                                     P 
                              K kS(P)

 v-

 eThe left hand side is equal to (11*K) sinceis a homomorphism. 

By (9) this is in turn equal to

 2,P  kP 

KT* 8 LeAuKa=yeT* PKP+yeT*                      X        -Act  aXa 
Ka=1  a1      P K. aK                                          cK 

 '

 V— a

                       ** 

Comparing this with (14), we get-6A
KTA=e1.Kfor K=1,•••0213, which

is the assertion of Lemma 2.

§3. The matrix of generalized  decomposition'numbers 

Denote by  B(T) the collection of all  blocksa of C(P) satis-

      G f
ying B=BT If  V0 is the submatrix of the matrix  VP in (5) of

generalized decomposition numbers defined by

(15)= DP)             VoiP 
                             x.EBW(T)3                                      Eb                                 -z,Tp 

                       P th
en we may decompose V into 

(16) OP =( V0 V1 \1BT 
                  V2  V3)

 B(T)

 p
with a suitable enumeration of the  xi and  (r

ip. The part 

                      (X-(PRP))                                           KX .EB T,K

of the matrix  ZP in (5) is then equal to
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 a

 (V0V1)q)'' 

 PP 
whereqdenotesasin (5)thematrix (cp,(R)), 

                                      A K A,K
where q- denotes as in (5) the matrix (crx(R;))A ,K of modular 
characters of C(P). By (8) the matrix 

(17)  E = (eT  )              AK  _  _P

of those coefficients e, Kin (9) with indices arising from the 

                                      A section S(P) is equal to

             0-1 
                           VIV 

     c(PRP)                 ((f)P)'(0  0 
0Vivo  1 1

Here, as toward the end of §1,

 

®  •  0  \  i 0

 c(PRP)  1=1  cP(RP)

0  • '  0

             p/ CP00)P  —P— = (4bPPCP(I)= (q)11) 
 0 CP

where the matrix  C of Cartan  invariants of C(P) is assumed de-

composed into

(18) Cp(CO0 \}13(0T) 

 •  0

B(T)

Thus 
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(19)Cp0 -1 
    E

T(TP)O 

                           P 

                           C1               '\01

  (e)-1(cP)-1qVo 
           (CP)-1V14     10

We next consider the matrix

(20) E(T)(e(T)                   =A K

By a similar argument, we have 

(21)  (  • 

                                                        •

 E(T)  c(PRP)

0

  P 
  -1(C00r 

        0 CP) 

               1

      I i  o 
=()-1  o  0 .)

where DPdenotes the matrix of         0

racters in B(T), and I denotes

 pdegree as  CO. 

     Since  (11P is obtained from

 _p 
 cp is a unimodular matrix in  o. 

now follows from (19) that  (Co)

Lemma 2 and (21), we now have

           - 

(22) (c0)lv0v0 0

This implies in particular that 

lar in  o and non-singular. Let

               /4'V7V'''' 

                          1 

    -1,000\--P (
OPP(013)'!0                      — , 

 4170  4i41/

P— (Co)-1\771 gTP. 
(CP)-1\71V) 

 111

 0 \ - ( 
DP' 

     (OP)'0 (DP0)STP 
 \ 00   ) 

  4)P(I)P 
0  0   P-1(P 0 P  0 -1  CP ( 

 P 0

decomposition numbers of the cha-

the identity matrix of the same

 (I) by a permutation of the columns,

Since E is a matrix in o, it 
 T

-

0  14'V0is also a matrix in o. By

 I (mod p).

the matrix (CP0)-1V1;40 is  unimodu-

 o be the field of g0-th roots
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of 1  over the rationals Q, and let  Q, be the field of  pa-th roots 

of 1 over Q. Here  g=pago is the order of G, and  (g0,p)=1. The 

 iP all belong to 01, while the values of any  (P. belong to  00. 

If S is any element of the Galois group  Q0Q1/20, then S induces 

a permutation among the ordinary irreducible characters  xi, while

 P 
S leaves invariant the  C..  Thus  if x.c.BT "2,then x:also belongs 

to BT,since the modular characters of  Bare left invariant by 

S. It follows that S induces a permutation among the rows of  Vo. 

Each coefficient of the product matrix  V0V0 is then left fixed 

by S (observe that S commutes with complex conjugation), Thus 

each coefficient of V'V lies in Q0'and hence in Q0nQ1=Q. Thus   00 

the matrix V'0Vis rational, and since its coefficients are alge-

braic integers, they are even rational integers. The matrix

 (4)-1V0 is then rational. Since the determinant of the ratio-
nal, integral matrix C0is a power of p by II, Proposition 13, 

the coefficients of (CP)-1V"0V0are rational numbers with powers 

of p as  denominators. On the other hand, we have already seen 

that they are in 0. i.e. they are p-integral. It follows that 

they are rational integral. We thus have proved

LEMMA 3. The matrix (CoP)-1Vpo is  rational integral. 

The matrix 910V0is positive-definite Hermitian. Indeed for

any column  y of complex numbers of length equal to the degree of

 Vpo, we have  y'VJ)Voy�0; if  yX0, then  Voy/O by the non-singularity 

of  VJ)Vo, and hence  y'V(')Voy>0. We thus have 

(23) det V'V0> 0.                        0

Consider now the product  V202, where V2 is as in (16). This
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is also a non-negative hermitian matrix of the same degree. By 

 (4) we have

 (24) 
 Co  =  (vI0v2) —0= V'V02+ V1V                                                              2'  4

2

so that

(25) det C0det V'V          00' 

the inequality sing holding if  V242�0. Indeed, if C and U1 are 

 positive--definite hermitian matrices of the same degree and U2= 

C-U1 is nonnegative (U2 is necessarily hermitian), then det  C� 

det  U1, the inequality sign holding if  U2 For since C is

positive-definite hermitian, there is a non-singular matrix W 

such that  W'CW=I, or

                           W'U1W +  W'U2W = I. 

If A ranges over the eigen-values  (i.e.  characteristic values) 

of W'U1W,then 1-A ranges over those of I-W'U1W=W1U2W. Hence

 1  -A�0 and

det  W'U  W =  RA .5_  1.

If  U2X0' i.e.  W'U2WO, then there exists at least one A with 

 1-X>0 and hence det W'U1V<1. Multiplication by ((det W)(det W))-11

yields our assertion.

     We now contend that V2V2in fact vanishes. By Lemma 3. 

det V'V is divisible bydet Coand since det V'V0is positive, 
0000 

det V'V>det Co.However,by(25) we must have det VT40=det CO, 
         00- 

and this implies  V242=0. This is turn evidently implies 

(26)  42 = 0.
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§4. Main Theorem B

As a consequence of (26) it follows that we must have  aip=o

for x.kBTp,PEB(T). Hence we have proved 

     MAIN THEOREM B. Let P be a  p-eZement of G. Let B be a

 bZock of  G, and  B a  block of C(P). If  BG is the block of G cor-

responding to  B in the sense of III, Proposition 2 with respect 

to the pair T=H=C(P), and  BGB, then 

(27)  3/). =  o

for  xiEB and  (Vir:En.
     This theorem was announced without proof in  [13]. The ori-

ginal proof, somewhat simplified, can be found in  [22]. The 

present proof is based on an idea of  Iizuka,  [30"].

§5. Some consequences

We now derive some corollaries of Theorem B. 

PROPOSITION  1. Let  D be a defect group of a block B of  G

and  Zet  xi be an irreducible character in B. If P is a  p-element

of  G, and no conjugate in G of P lies in  D, then 

(28)  x.(PR) = 0

for any p-regular element R of C(P).

     PROOF. Suppose  Xi(PR)0. Then  4 (00 for some irreducible 
modular character(!)1j of C(P). If  B is the block of C(P) contain-

p

                               G ing cP
P'then by our main theorem, B=B. Hence if  D is a defect 

group of B,  D is contained in a conjugate of  D by III, Proposition 6.
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On the other hand, the normal subgroup  (P} of C(P) is contained 

in  P by  III,Proposition  7 . Thus {P} is contained in a conjugate 

of  V. or equivalently, a conjugate of P is contained in  D.

In particular, we have 

COROLLARY. If x is an irreducible character in a block of

defect  0, then 

(29)  X(G) = 0 

for any p-singular element  G.

     PROPOSITION  2.1)                          If  P, Q are two p-elements of G which are 

not conjugate  in G, then

 (30) X aP.=  o 
                             X.EB1.1)"

for any block B, and any irreducible modular characters (13(1)(2 

                                                                                                                       3

of C(P), C(Q) respectively. If P=Q, then

                P.P  P 

                        [cpa-1,f 4,P'It,a belong to the same (31) X 
I.8sa-z:piea= block B of C(P) and-0= B 

            ve            A 

 0 otherwise.

 PROOF. We know by  (4) that

 (32)                        X a.a.= 

                             Q 

                                   2p2G  0 
 T=1 XicB

T

where  T runs over the indices for the t blocks of  G. If  B is 

 p  p. .
the  block of  C(F) containing  cpp,  then  rip=0  for all  xi not in

          G the block Bof G. Hence (30) is trivially true when13G.  If

1) This refines  §1,  ( 4).
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we subtract from (32) these relations for blocks distinct from

 G
, B, we obtain (30) for B=BThe second part of Proposition 2 

is similarly proved using Theorem B and (4).

The following corollary generalizes §3, Lemma 1. 

COROLLARY. If G, H are elements in two different sections

of G, then

(33)Y _xi(G)xi(H) =  C
                       XiEB 

for  any block B of  G.

     PROOF. Let G=PR, H=QS be the decomposition of G, H into 

their p-components and p-regular components. The left hand side 

of (33) is equal to

 y  y 812,j.e(R)aTQ(S)  =  y (2P2lc?W(R)T(S) 
   PPiaDp  X .EB  p  o  P,0 x.6,

and this is 0  by Proposition  2if  P, Q are not conjugate. This 

corollary is also a consequence of the orthogonality relation I, 

(18') and the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that the relation  ya.x.(G)=0 holds  -z
,

 X  •

for  every element  G of a section  S(P) in  G, where the  aiES-2 and 

 Xi runs over all the irreducible characters of  G. Then 

(34)  y  a.x.(G) =  0,  G  e  S(P) 
 s  s

x.EB

for any block B of  G. 

     PROOF. By our assumption

       e(ii.)a—0     spp2 X
i P 
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for all p-regular elements R in C(P). Since the matrix  (q)1
03(R6)),

where p runs over the indices of the irreducible modular charac-

ters of C(P) and RGover representatives for the p-regular clas-

ses of C(P), is non-singular, it follows that

L B.Pa. = 0 
   2 2

 Xi

for every p. As in the proof of Proposition 2, this implies by 

Theorem B that

      P       D
.a. = 0        P 

 X.EB

for every block B and for every p, which in turn implies (50). 

     COROLLARY. Let p, q be two distinct primes. Let G, H be

elements of G;  P, P' their  p-components; and Q, Q' their q-com-

ponents. If P does not commute with any conjugate of Q', or if 

Q does not  commute with any conjugate of  P', then

 x.(G)x  (H) = 0 
Xt  .cli(p)nBi(q)

for any p-block B(p) and any q-block B'(q) of  G. In  particular 

if G is  p-singular and C(P) has order prime to q, then

 Xi(G)Xi(H) = 
 x.EB(p)nB"(q)

for any q-singular element H. Furthermore,

(35) x,(G)x(1)  E 0 (mod qb) 
 xiEB(p)nB'(q) 

where qb denotes the q-component of the order g of G.1)

 1) If  G contains no element of order pq, then this is the case for 

every p-singular element G. Under this assumption (35) was proved in  [29].
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      PROOF. In proving the first part, we may assume that P com-

mutes with no conjugate of Q'. It then follows that the p-sec-

tion S(P) of P and the q-section  S(QT) of Q' have no element in 

common. By the above Corollary to Proposition 2 (with q in place 

of p) we have

                   xiEBx7,(G1)is(H1) = 0                        T(q) 

for any element G1 in S(P) and any element  Hi in  S(Q'). For each 

H1ES(Q') consider this as a character relation Xa.x. valid on the 

 p-section  S(P),  where 1' (q)

or not. By Proposition 3 we then obtain

 X x(G,)i.(H1) = 0 
 X.EB(p)nB,(q)--L 

for every GlES(P), which proves the first part of our Corollary.

To prove (35) let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of  G. If is any

character of  Q, the sum  y  OH_) is a multiple of  qb in the do-
                             HEQ .                             1 

main of rational integers by I, (10). If  1p is a linear combina-

tion of characters of Q with algebraic integers as coefficients, 

the same is true in the domain of algebraic integers. We apply 

this to

 1(111)  =  Xi(G)Xi(Hi). 
 x.EB(p)nB'(q) 

where  G is fixed and  H varies in  Q. We then obtain

 X (Hl)=xi(G)ii(H1) E 0 
 H--QH1EQ.x.E.13(p)nBl(q) 1 

                                          (mod  qb).
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But by what has already been proved  i(H 1)=0 for  111=1. Hence 

 •b(1)=  X Xi(G)Xi(1)=-0 (mod  qb), which proves (35).  X
.EB(p)nBT(q)

We now return to consideration of blocks for a fixed prime

p. For any p-element P and any block  BT of G, denote by  kT(P) 

the number of irreducible modular characters of C(P) belonging 

                             G to blocks B of C(P) satisfying B=B. As  B ranges over all

blocks of G, we have

 t

 FT(P) = number  k(P) of irreducible modular characters of
 T=1 

 C(P)

= number of p-regular conjugate classes of C(P) 

= number of conjugate classes of G contained in the 

  section  S(P).

Thus if  P=1'P2'
r form a complete system of representatives

of the p-classes in  G, then the sum 

 r  r  t

 y  t(p  )  =  y  yT(P) 
 p=1  p=1  T=1

is the number k of conjugate classes of G. On the other hand, 

we obviously have 

 t
                        k =  y  kT,

 T=1

where  k denotes the number of ordinary irreducible characters

in B  .
 T

 PROPOSITION  4. For every block BTof G

(36) kT =  X tT(Pp). 
p=1
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 P

     PROOF. For each irreducible modular character  cb
aP of  C(P  ) 

define a class function  (
GP) on G by

4,(aP)(G)  = 4-01)(R)                          if G lies in the section  S(P  ), and G 

                           is conjugate to  P
oR, where R is a p-regu-

lar element of  C(P  ).

0 otherwise.

If  xi is an irreducible character in  B
T, then by (1) and Theorem

 P

 B, xi is a linear combination with coefficients ai
,P  of those 

(P)-G qb
awhich belong to blocks B satisfying B=BT. The total number 

of these g56p) is the sum XQT(Pp). Since the number of irreduci-
ble characters  xi in B

T  is kT, we obtain

 r

 k � y kT(P  ) 
  p=1                                           P 

But the sum over  T=1,...,t of each side of the inequality is equal 

to k, as we observed above. Hence the equality sign holds for

each T.

     These and many other results indicate that the properties 

of each p-block are closely related to the distribution of p-sin-

gular elements in  G. By considering the values of characters 

for p-singular elements as given in (1) by means of the genera-

lized decomposition numbers, Proposition 18 in II, for example, 

can be further refined; the reader is referred to  r231.

For each pair (p,T) we define the 2,
T(Pp)x2,(Pp)-matrix  0  P,T'

the  7< xk
T(PpT)-matrix V, and the kx2,(Pp)-matrix XPTas follows:  TP,,
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rIS

P P
= ((bP(R

a  a

P

V = (D.P 
 P,T),

 P

X= (PRP)) 
P,Tpa

Furthermore, set

In view 

(37) 

or

(38) 

 Setting

 P
P\NP P))

, where(PaE B, B

 C(P
P) with BC' =

representatives

 C(P  ), 

where  xi  c  B
T,

 , where  xi  E  BT,  R

 = 

 T

V 
 T

 X  T

of Theorem

we obtain 

(39)

 X  =

B

1,T 

 0
2,T

0

 (V, ,T,V2,T,—• 

(X,X*..   1 ,T2,T'

 , the relations 

 X  =  V  0 
 P,T  PsT

 V

 x1 

 x  t

ranging over blocks of 

 P

B
T,,and RaP ranges over

of the p-regular classes of

        G 

 P aP E B, B=  B  .

 as  in  6
 1)  T

 ,V
 r,

 '-r
, 

(1)

 P  5  7

 X  =  V 
 T T T

 0  of

 X =  V

 0

 931,
9T 

 T 

 ). 

, (5)

 1

may be written as

( li1 

 f;t

 

)  '  '  -
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Hence the matrices  X,  V, and are all square matrices of degree 

 . Furthermore, with a suitable arrangement of the rows,

may be assumed decomposed into submatrices of the irreducible

modular characters of C(P1),C(P2)' C(P ). Hence det OtO 

(mod p). Since p can be any prime factor of p in  Q, det  0 is 

actually prime to p. On the other hand, by permuting the rows, 

V'V can be decomposed into matrices of Cartan invariants by 

Proposition 2. Hence by II, Proposition 13,

 2
           (det  V)- = det 7,7  = ± a power of p. 

Let  Q0 be the field of  g0-th roots of 1 over the  rationals

Q, and let  Ql be the field of  pa-th roots of 1 over Q. As before 

 (G:])=g=pago with  (p,g0)=1. Let a be an element of the  Galois 

group Gal  (Q,/Q) of Q1/Q. a may also be regarded as an element 

of Gal (2 Q0/Q0). Letting a operate on (38), we obtain 

         (40)  X(5  =  ee =  VcY 
                     T T T T 

since the values of the modular characters lie in  Qo by II, §2. 

It follows that if  xcB
T, then also belongs to  BT. Hence a

induces a permutation among the irreducible characters in B.

Accordingly,  VG
T is obtained from  VT by a permutation of its rows,

 i.e.

 (41)  V0 =  U  (o-)V
 T  T  T

for some permutation matrix  UT(a). On the other hand, there is 
a rational integer s prime to p such that each  pa-th root  e of 

 1 is sent by a onto its s-th power  es. From (1) we then obtain 

(42)  x(PsR) =)(V(R). 
                                                                   1.)
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If  Ps is conjugate to  P and  P  =G-1PsG for some  GEG, then the

map T-)-G-1TG as  T runs through C(P) gives an isomorphism of C(P)

 =C(Ps) onto C(P
A). Hence there is a permutation of the indices 

 p=1,2,•••,kT(P)=2T(PA) such that

e(I) 

        P           

P'(R) =(G-iRG), R p-regular in C(P).           A

Putting this into  (42) we obtain

     rPaPPPA-1  X
i(PsR) =L(aip)9)10(R) = L(aip)a(Pp,(GRG). 

 p  p

But 

 P  P
  ( s      R) = Xi(G-1PsRG) =  Xi(PAG-1RG)  = X a-1:A(G-1RG). 

 p

Hence

 PA

                           (DP)a,D                     ipip' 

This means that  Va is obtained from V by a permutation of its 
 T  T 

columns. If V
T(a) is the matrix of this permutation we thus

have 

 (43)  Va = V  v (a).
 TT

Together with  (41) we have 

 (44)  U  (a)V = VTVT(o).

     If a1is a second element of Gal (Q1/Q), then we easily see 

from (41) and the non-singularity of  VT that  UT(Gal)=UT(a)UT(G1). 

Similarly, VT(aia)=VT(aa1)=VT(aI)VT(a). Letting a run over Gal 

 (Q1/Q), we thus get two representations  G÷UT(G) and  o•VT(G) of 

the abelian Galois group Gal  (0/Q) by permutations; these are

equivalent to each other by  (44).
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     Let us call two ordinary irreducible characters xi, xj 

p-conjugate if there is an element a of Gal  (2120/20) (which is 

essentially the same as Gal  (2  /Q)) such x.=xj. p-conjugate

characters are necessarily in the same block.

     PROPOSITION 5. The number of families of p-conjugate ir-

reducible characters in a block  B is equal to the number of 

families of algebraically conjugate columns of  V.

     PROOF. The first number in question is equal to the number 

of systems of transitivity of the permutation representation

{UT(a)}, and is thus equal to the multiplicity of the 1-repre-

sentation as a constituent of  {U (a)}. On the other hand, the

generalized decomposition numbers all lie in  2. Thus the second 

number is equal to the multiplicity of the 1-representation as a

constituent in the representation  {V T(a)}. Since the two repre-

sentations are equivalent, these two numbers are  equal.

     PROPOSITION 6. Let  p�2. There exists a 1-1 correspondence 

 between families of p-conjugate irreducible characters in  BT and 

families of  algebraically conjugate columns in  VT such that cor-

responding  families consist of the same number of members.

PROOF. Since  1,2, Gal  (2
1/Q) is cyclic. Let a be a  genera-

tor. The families of  p-conjugate irreducible characters in B

are in  1-1 correspondence with the cycles of the permutation T 

                                                                    U  (a), and indeed, a family consists of r members if and only if

the corresponding cycle is of length r. Such a cycle of length 

r corresponds in turn to r distinct r-th roots of 1 among the 

characteristic roots of  U  (a). Similarly, each family of
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algebraically conjugate columns in  V with r members corresponds

to r distinct r-th roots of  - among the characteristic roots of 

V (a). Since the matrices U (a) and V (a) are similar, they

have the same characteristic roots. We therefore obtain a  1-1 

correspondence as asserted.

     PROPOSITION 7. Let  p2. In each B
Tthere exist at least 

 2, irreducible characters lying in  Q.

     PROOF. Each of the  2 columns of  
T belonging to the section 

 S(1.) is rational, and hence constitutes by itself a family of 

algebraically conjugate columns. By the  above-proposition, there 

mustexistatleastkirreduciblecharactersx.
2in BT, each of 

which is p-conjugate to itself, i.e. lies in  Q.

REMARK. For p=2 we may obtain analogues of Proposition 6,

7 by replacing the rational field Q by  Q(^-1). For  p=2 and  a=1, 

2, Propositions 6, 7 in  their original form remain valid.
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